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Abstract
This thesis studies land use change in India through the metric of
Human Appropriation of Net Primary Productivity (HANPP). In the fifty
or so years that this metric has existed, it has been associated with several
definitions. The history of this metric is studied and the advantages and
disadvantages of each definition is discussed. The different methodologies
used to calculate HANPP in the past are also listed out. The thesis
then calculates the HANPP of India over time, using different data sets
(gridded and non-gridded) and different methodologies. It identifies the
salient features of each approach. For the period 1961-1998, HANPP
was calculated to be between 400 and 500 g C/m2 . This calculation was
done neglecting the biomass appropriated from pastures. Considering this
component, HANPP was calculated to be between 650 to 750 g C/m2 .
This thesis then relates the results to the historical narrative of land use
change in India. It produces time series maps of HANPP in India to better
analyze the effects of particular events. In addition the embodied HANPP
of India is calculated in order to calculate the net HANPP consumed
rather than produced in the country. The results obtained are compared
with other calculations of HANPP for India. Finally, these results are
compared with the global average HANPP and future work is proposed.
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1

Introduction

This thesis aims to analyze land use trends in India through the lens of the
metric- Human Appropriation of Net Primary Productivity (HANPP). This
metric provides insights into the amount of energy left in ecosystems for their
healthy functioning, after humans appropriate energy for their needs. The definition of this metric has evolved over the fifty or so years it has been around.
This study follows the history of this metric and presents a critical analysis on
the usefulness of different definitions and the different methodologies used to
calculate this metric. It uses different approaches to calculate the HANPP of
India and details the most salient features of each approach.
In the recent past there have been a few national studies on the intensity of
land use as seen through a time series trend of HANPP (Kohlheb and Krausmann, 2009; Krausmann, 1995; O’Neill et al., 2007; Krausmann et al., 2012).
This study goes a step further and produces maps of HANPP of India through
the years. It relates these maps, and their regional variations, to the historical
narrative of land use in India. Finally, the embodied HANPP of India is also
presented in order to obtain the HANPP metric on the basis of the amount of
biomass consumed, rather than produced, in the country. It relates these results
with the average global HANPP and suggests future work that can be done as
a continuation of this study.

2

Background

Social scientists have relied on the Marxist concept of “modes of production”
to classify societies based on their technologies and relations of production (Banaji 1977). The original scheme of primitive communism: slavery-feudalismcapitalism has been derived largely from European history. Gadgil and Guha
(1999) criticize this approach by saying that from an ecological standpoint, the
mode of production approach is not adequately materialistic. They argue that
the Marxist analysis begins with the relation between modes of production and
productivity, and fails to capture the ecological context in which these relations
are embedded. Instead, Gadgil and Guha (1999) go on to define another kind
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of classification to complement the Marxist classification: “modes of resource
use”. It complements the Marxist scheme by adding two additional dimensions
to it. These dimensions are- the characteristic ideologies that govern different
modes and the ecological impact of the same; and the impacts to the pattern,
distribution and availability of natural resources in which the modes are embedded. The four modes of resource use are the following (Fischer-Kowalski and
Haberl 1993):
• Gathering
• Nomadic pastoralism
• Settled Cultivation
• Industrialization
The largest chunk of human history has been spent in the gathering phase,
during which, humans hunted wild animals and gathered vegetable matter to
subsist. Societies that practice shifting agriculture are included in this group
(Fischer-Kowalski and Haberl 1993). The domestication of plants and animals
coincided with the withdrawal of the glaciers and the ensuing stabilization of
global climate around 10,000 years ago. In some regions the domestication
of plants and animals occurred simultaneously, with animal muscle power and
dung being vital for agriculture. However, in general, the cultivation of plants
was more significant in areas of moderate-to-high rainfall and moderate-to-high
temperature, while animal husbandry was dominant in regions of low rainfall and
low temperatures (Gupta, 2004). Animal husbandry was based on moving herds
from place to place in order to take advantage of grazing resources. Nomadic
pastoralism thus emerged as a distinctive mode of resource use.
Settled cultivation entails the intensive production of certain plant species
and the removal of plant matter from a relatively restricted area of land. As land
use is the dominant source of energy, in an agrarian site, land use must yield
a positive energy return on investment (EROI) of at least 1:5 (Leach 1976). In
1880 S.A Podolinsky established this relationship which was later rediscovered
by ecological anthropologists (Martinez-Alier 1987; Rappaport 1968). When
increases in agricultural outputs can only be achieved by investing in additional
2

labor at decreasing marginal returns, the potential to increase the productivity
of agro-ecosystems is limited. This limitation has been overcome in some parts of
the world with the harnessing of energy in the form of fossil fuels in the Industrial
phase. In this phase fossil fuels were used to produce mineral fertilizers to
increase agricultural productivity.
The development of agriculture and animal husbandry is termed the Neolithic revolution because it fundamentally altered the relationship of humans
with the natural environment (Weisdorf 2005). Newly created cultivated (or
agrarian) ecosystems such as arable land and pasture replaced natural ecosystems, which had in the past provided hunter gatherers with their needs but
supported only low population densities. Humans had in other words ‘colonized’ nature (Fischer-Kowalski and Haberl 1998).
Haberl et al. (2009) define the colonization of Nature as “socially organized
activities that alter natural systems in order to increase the benefits to humans
obtained from those systems”. ‘Colonization’ increases the biomass available for
the use of human’s ‘social metabolism’ (Haberl et al. 2009; Fischer-Kowalski
and Hüttler 1998). In contrast hunter gatherers did not actively get involved
in the large-scale reproduction of these resources; although they did, and still
do, manage and modify landscapes through fire management and hunting practices.
The term ‘social metabolism’ refers to the flow of materials and energy that
are required to sustain all human economic activities (Fischer-Kowalski and
Haberl eds. 2007). For agrarian societies, social metabolism mainly includes
food and animal feed. Raw materials for infrastructure are equally relevant
to calculating ‘social metabolism’ but are of minor importance in the agrarian
regime. The biomass extraction and flow of agricultural societies per unit area
exceeded that of hunter gatherers/foragers by up to three orders of magnitude
(Haberl et al. 2004). Material and energy flows related to economic activity
increase our understanding of socio-economic driving forces of environmental
change. However, they do not comprise the entire gamut of society-nature interactions. Land-use, which can be thought of as the “colonization of terrestrial
ecosystems”, cannot be captured by simply looking at these flows (Haberl et al.
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2004).
How does one quantify the extent of “terrestrial colonization’ by society?
Rockstrom et al. (2009) identified land use as one of nine planetary boundaries that could not be transgressed for the Earth System to remain in its current stable state. The control variable they defined for their ‘land use’ planetary
boundary was: the percentage of global land cover converted to crop land. The
areal extent of managed/colonized land provides insights into human’s modification of the terrestrial biosphere. Today as much as 50% of the earth’s ice-free
land surface has been transformed and virtually all land has been affected in
some way by such processes as co-adapted landscapes, climate change and tropospheric pollution (Meyer and Turner eds. 1994). A lot of this change can be
attributed to the kind of land use. 40% of the land surface is used in agriculture
(this includes improved pasture land and co-adapted grassland) (Foley et al.
2005).
However, ‘area’ as control variable tells just one side of the story. It provides
no insight into the degree of colonization of the terrestrial biosphere. Others have
attempted to introduce other metrics that capture the degree of colonization
better by directly relating socioeconomic metabolism to land use change. These
metrics include (Haberl et al. 2004):
• Ecological Footprint: EF
• Human Appropriation of Net Primary Productivity: HANPP
The socioeconomic metabolism approach conceptualizes society as an organism that extracts materials and energy from its environment, processes these
inputs (to produce infrastructure, consumer goods), and then discharges waste
back into the environment, or deliberately releases a discharge into the environment (fertilizer). From the point of view of this approach, the core functions of
the ecosystem can be broken into three parts (Haberl et al. 2004):
• Resource supply: Land area serves as a source of inputs of socioeconomic
metabolism
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• Waste absorption: The biosphere absorbs socioeconomic outputs such as
waste/emissions
• Space: Human infrastructure occupies space
The productivity of ecosystems largely determines how well these functions
are performed. EF and HANPP consider these functions in different ways. EF
is the area required for these functions to be performed for a given population.
On the other hand HANPP computes the changes in ecological energy flows for
a given are aresulting from the human use of these three ecosystem functions.
The Ecological Footprint approach answers the question: how big is a given
population’s draw on Nature as compared to the regenerative capacity of the
biosphere? Haberl et al. (2004) defines EF more precisely as: “How much
biologically productive area of the biosphere, expressed in mutually exclusive
hectares of land or sea area is required in a given year- with the prevailing
technology and resource management of that year- to renew that year’s resource
throughput of a defined population.” This is based on the assumption that
human wellbeing will in the long run decline if human use of nature exceeds
Nature’s regenerative capacity.
In contrast to the EF which accounts for the area required to meet the
demands of a given population, HANPP measures how intensively these areas
are used. HANPP asks the question: “How intensively is a defined area of land
being used in terms of ecosystem energetics? For a given area, how much energy
is diverted to humans as compared to the energy potentially available? How
strongly does human use of a defined land area affect its primary productivity,
and how much of the Net Primary Productivity: NPP is harvested by humans,
and therefore not available for non-human processes?” (Haberl et al. 2004)
Plants use solar energy to transform carbon dioxide and water into chemical
energy which they store in the form of organic sugars via the process of photosynthesis. The total amount of CO2 converted is termed as “Gross Primary
Production” (GPP). GPP minus plant respiration is denoted as “Net Primary
Production” or NPP. This energy is used to replenish plant biomass stocks and
part of this energy ends up in the food chain, and serves as the entire trophic
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energy supply of heterotrophs (animals, humans, fungi, microorganisms) when
they consume plants. The assumption behind HANPP is that trophic energy is
required for the functioning of ecosystems; and that reducing the energy availability for ecosystem processes such as the buildup and maintenance of biomass
stocks, or the flow of energy from autotrophs to heterotrophs in the food chain
(excluding humans) will adversely affect ecosystems (Melillo et al. 1993; Cramer
et al. 1999).
Haberl et al. (2004) have identified two major reasons for why the extent
to which HANPP tracks the maintenance of the biosphere’s capacity is less
straightforward than in the case of EF.
• HANPP has no clear sustainability threshold.

While it is clear that

100% HANPP would be detrimental as this would leave no resources for
other species other than humans; setting a meaningful lower threshold
for HANPP is ambiguous. Haberl et al. (2004) notes that it has been
argued, on the basis of the precautionary principle, that human impact
should be ‘small’ compared to natural processes and that a threshold of
20% HANPP has been proposed as a ’safe limit’ (Bishop et al. 2010).
• HANPP only refers to land use in a given area. Demands of this territory’s
people on ecosystems outside the area are not included, and demands on
the territory’s ecosystem by people from outside the territory are not separated. (This however can be fixed by calculating the embodied HANPP:
a term that shall be discussed later)
However, HANPP provides a spatially explicit analyses that can be linked to
areal studies or analyses of ecosystem functioning. In addition, the contribution
of different socio economic sectors to the HANPP of a country can be evaluated
separately and important insights can be obtained by looking at these components. For example if land management in a country results in a monotonically
decreasing trend of the NPP of prevailing vegetation, this would be an early
warning sign of environmental degradation. In addition, the relation between
various HANPP components sheds light on trends in land use over time (Haberl
et al. 2004).
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Therefore in order to develop a better understanding of land management
in India over the years, this thesis shall use and explore the metric of HANPP.

3

A short history of HANPP

Haberl et al. (2014) (in review) provides a brief timeline of HANPP estimates.
The following table provides a short summary of their work on the history of
the HANPP. It also includes the global HANPP values calculated using each
definition.
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Table 1: Different definitions of HANPP, and related estimates of global HANPP
(Haberl et al. 2014 (in review))

Study authors and refer-

Definition (see text for details)

ence

HANPP abso-

HANPP

lute [PgC/yr]

ative[%
NPPpot

Whittaker and Likens

Biomass directly used by hu-

relof

Year of reference

]∗

1.

3%

1950s

2.

3%

1970s

20.3

27%

1970s

29.5

39%

1970s

17.7

24%

mans for food, feed, timber etc.
Vitousek et al., low

Biomass directly used by humans for food, feed, timber etc.

Vitousek et al., intermedi-

Direct human biomass con-

ate

sumption, wood harvest byflows, NPP of “human dominated ecosystems”, land clearing and human-induced fires

Vitousek et al., high

“Intermediate” plus NPP lost
through

land

conversation

(eg. desertificaion, ecosystem
degradation)
Wright

Difference between potential
NPP and NPP remaining in

(20%-

1970s-1980s

30%)

the ecosystem after harvest;
wood harvest and fire excluded
Rojstaczer et al.

Vitousek et al., intermediate

19.5±14

32%(10%-55%)

1980s-1990s

Imhoff et al.

In terms of system boundaries

11.5(8-14.8)

20%(14%-26%)

1995

15.6

24%

2000

like Vitousek et al., but using
a consumption-based approach
Haberl et al.

Difference betweem potential
NPP and NPP remaining in
the ecosystem after harvest;
wood harvest, human-induced
fires and by-flows included

Krausmann et al.

year

Same as above

6.9

13%

1910

year

Same as above

9.3

18%

1950

year

Same as above

14.8

25%

2005

1910
Krausmann et al.
1950
Krausmann et al.

2005
∗ Estimates of potential NPP(NPP
pot ) vary considerably between studies, amounting to 54
PgC/yr, 66 PgC/yr, or 75 PgC/yr
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Understanding how the definition of HANPP has evolved over time provides
insights into the importance of the assumptions embedded in it. The article,
“Primary Production: The Biosphere and Man” written by ecologists Whittaker
and Likens, published in 1973 in the first volume of Human Ecology served as
the precursor to current HANPP research. The article estimated global NPP
and related it to the direct human consumption of biomass in the form on food,
timber etc. The authors found this to be in the order of a few percent of NPP.
About a decade later, Vitousek et al. (1986) constructed the metric HANPP
in their quest to answer the question: how much biomass is directly used by
society. They defined HANPP in three ways, each of which provides different
insights into the appropriation of NPP by society (as cited in Haberl et al. 2014
(in review))
• They assessed only biomass directly used by society
• They added the NPP of human dominated ecosystems (such as agricultural land)
• They also considered human induced changes in ecosystem productivity
(such as ecosystem degradation)
Their results confirmed that the direct human consumption of biomass was
only a few percent of NPP. However, their more inclusive definitions of HANPP
revealed that the HANPP was 27% and 39% respectively of the global potential
NPP, for the intermediate and high definitions. They argued that the global
NPP would serve as an ‘ecological constraint’ on the further expansion of human
activities. However, it was later shown that biomass harvest and economic
activity were not strongly correlated with HANPP. This caveat was supported
by empirical long term studies (as cited in Haberl et al. 2014 (in review)).
This study was followed by Wright (1990) who used the same numbers as Vitousek et al. (1986) to calculate HANPP, but used a different definition. Their
aim was to use HANPP as an indicator for pressures on biodiversity. They defined HANPP as the difference in NPP available in undisturbed ecosystems and
the amount of NPP that gets appropriated in the food chain that can be used
by heterotrophs. This definition is less inclusive than Vitousek et al. (1986)s
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definition and they obtained HANPP to be between 20% to 30% of global potential NPP. Wright (1990) made the assumption that activities such as logging
and the burning of biomass in forests did not lead to long term reductions in
the productivity of land if forests are allowed to regenerate. However, there are
some studies that suggest that this assumption might not be true and the NPP
appropriated through timber harvest and related processes should be included
in the definition of HANPP (Heinz 2002; as cited in Haberl et al. 2014 (in
review)).
The next key study was by Rojstaczer et al. (2001) who used Vitousek et al.
(1986)’s intermediate definition of HANPP and claimed the presence of a large
error range (10%-55% of potential NPP) in calculations. This study was based
on global average factors and did not taken into account spatially explicit data.
A recalculation of Vitousek et al’s three definitions of HANPP using a highly
resolved global database for the year 2000 by Krausmann et al. (2008), arrived
at the same value of HANPP as Vitousek et al. (1986)’s estimates. The large
range of HANPP values calculated in the previous period thus seems to stem
from the varying definitions of HANPP rather than the numbers themselves (as
cited in Haberl et al. 2014 (in review)).
It might be thought that the presence of numerous HANPP definitions would
have contributed to discrediting the concept of HANPP altogether. However,
Haberl et al. (2014) (in review) make the point that the choice of definition
depends on the context and aims of the study. For example the definition of
HANPP used to provide an indication of human ‘colonization’ of ecosystems are
different from the definition used to calculate the pressure on biodiversity. The
definitions, however, provide insights into the problem being considered.
The first HANPP calculations were done on a global basis. With the first
studies being done on calculating HANPP for a given area, the question arose
as to whether HANPP relates to a given area or to the consumption of humans
living in that area. In order to link HANPP with land use intensity, Haberl
et al. (1997) proposed a definition of HANPP that has been used for spatially
explicit studies of land use change on regional scales. This definition is closest
to Wright (1990)’s definition. It defines HANPP as the difference between the
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amount of NPP that would be available in an ecosystem in the absence of
human activities (referred to as NPP0 ) and the amount of NPP which actually
remains in the ecosystem after humans have altered or colonized an ecosystem,
and extracted the NPP required for their socio economic activities (referred to
as NPPt ). NPPactual is the actual net productivity of the given area before it
has been harvested by humans. NPPharvest is the Net Primary Productivity
abstracted in the form of biomass harvests, part of which remains unused as
harvest waste products.

HAN P P
N P Pt

= N P P0 − N P Pt

(1)

= N P Pactual − N P Pharvest

(2)

Figure 1: This figure is an explanation of the definition of HANPP (Haberl et
al. 2014 (in review)). From a socioeconomic perspective, HANPP is the sum of
land-use induced productivity changes (HANPPluc ) and harvest (HANPPharv ),
and from an ecological perspective the difference between potential (NPPpot )
and current (NPPeco ) yearly biomass availability in ecosystems.
This way of defining HANPP thus captures the appropriation of biomass by
11

humans in the form of land use change and harvests. This definition however
still has some ambiguity. For example, it does not answer the question: how
should wood harvest be dealt with? Wood is accumulated in a forest over many
years, so the harvest is the sum of NPP accumulated over those several years.
This may result in a negative NPPt value if the forest management practices
that exist are stock depleting. This is because the NPP harvested in a given
year might be much more than the potential productivity of that year (Haberl
et al. 2014 (in review)).
It also does not answer the question: how should crop residues not actually
harvested, but ploughed into the soil after harvest, be dealt with. In Haberl et
al. (2001)’s study of the HANPP of Austria, he chose to include the residue
as ‘appropriated’ because his study concentrated only on the above ground
component of biomass. Other definitions might be more appropriate for different
calculation purposes. Another problem is, the idea of a natural NPP in the
absence of human activities is questionable. Humans have been modifying their
surroundings over thousands of years, and it is impossible to know what a
‘natural ecosystem’ is.
Despite these ambiguities, such area specific definitions provide valuable
insights into the effects of land use on ecosystems in the area being considered.
Haberl et al. (2008) argued that the minimum requirement for an indicator to
be referred to as HANPP was to satisfy the following criteria:
• It has to refer to a defined area of land and not to the biomass or NPP
consumed by a defined population
• It has to comprise of an assessment of the change in NPP due to land use
conversion and the NPP appropriated in harvests
• It has to avoid being too inclusive, while not being restricted only to
biomass directly used by humans
A later study by Imhoff et al. (2004) proposed an approach that estimates
HANPP based on data on national level biomass consumption flows. Using the
intermediate definition of Vitousek et al. (1986), it used a set of literature derived multipliers to account for biomass flows associated with the consumption
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of biomass products, such as losses in the production chain etc, from within the
region and in the form of imports. This focus on consumption rather than production led to the development of the concept of embodied HANPP (eHANPP).
The embodied HANPP allows for the calculation of HANPP resulting from the
production chain of a product consumed within a defined area. The analysis of
trade between different countries is a powerful tool to analyze the socio-economic
drivers of HANPP which can be identified from: changes in consumption patterns, and other socio-economic factors (Haberl et al. 2014 (in review)).
This thesis shall use the Haberl et al. (1997) definition to calculate HANPP
of India over time in order to understand trends in land use intensity. All
assumptions made in the calculation of HANPP will be mentioned explicitly,
and the methodology used to compute the HANPP of India shall be clearly
delineated. This thesis goes beyond Haberl’s approach in that it uses novel and
richer datasets to capture land use change in India between 1700 and present.
It also uses a more sophisticated process to calculate the NPP of the potential
vegetation in India by using satellite data which incorporates greenness and
deciduousness. In addition it puts findings related to HANPP in context of the
historical narrative of India.

4

History of Land Use in India

The following ecological history of India has been mainly taken from the book,
‘This Fissured Land’ by Madhav Gadgil and Ramachandra Guha. Published in
1999, this book starts with the geological history of India and the form of human
settlements that evolved over time. It moves forth to talk about land use and
land use policies during the colonial period and in the post independent period.
The historical events presented in this summary will be correlated with the time
series of HANPP calculations presented in the next section of this thesis.

4.1

Pre-colonial India

The following table summarizes the geological history of the Indian subcontinent
(Gadgil and Guha 1999).
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Table 2: Geological history of the Indian subcontinent as presented in the book,
’This Fissured Land’
Geological Pe-

Years BP

Climate

Geomorphic evidence

riod

Human

popu-

lation

Late Holocene

<4000

Moderate monsoon

Saline lakes in western

Agricultural

India

settlements
cover

the

subcontinent
Early Holocene

10,000-4,000

Strong monsoon

Fresh water lakes, en-

Beginning

trenched streams, sta-

of

ble dunes

ture,

agriculdenser

population
Terminal Pleis-

20,000-10,000

tocene

Distinctly weak mon-

Hypersaline

lakes,

Human

soon

choked rivers,

active

lation

dunes

popuspread

throughout
the

subcon-

tinent at low
densitieis
Late

Pleis-

70,000-20,000

Weake

tocene

to

moderate

monsoon

Entrenched

streams,

stable dunes

Huntergatherers
small

in

groups,

wetter

tracts

not colonized
Early-Late

125,000-70,000

Strong monsoon

Pleistocene

Reddish soils (dating

Hunter-

doubtful)

gatherers
small

in

groups,

nomadic
Middle

Pleis-

tocene

700,000-

Monsoonic seasonal cli-

125,000

mate

-

First evidence
of hominid occupation

Lower-

2

Pleistocene

million

million-0.7

Relatively dry seasonal

Volcanic

climate

streams aggrading

ashes,

Hominids
found in both
African
Java;

and
but no

definite

evi-

dence of human
occuptaion
India
Pliocene

Micoene

8

million-

2

Tropical equatorial to

million

strong monsoonic (?)

25

Tropical equatorial (?)

million-8

million

14

Volcanic ashes

-

-

-

in

There is evidence to suggest that Homo sapien hunter-gatherers thinly covered the Indian subcontinent during the late Pleistocene (10,000-70,000 years
BP) (Gadgil and Guha 1999). There is no evidence to indicate that the wet
and hilly tracts of the Western Ghats, the west coast, and the north-eastern
hill regions as well as the Gangetic plain were occupied until the terminal Pleistocene of 20,000 BP. Sandom et al. (2014) provide evidence that shows that
the Pleistocene megafauna extinction in India occurred well before the withdrawal of Pleistocene glaciation, coinciding with the arrival of humans to the
subcontinent. This makes a strong case for over-hunting by humans being the
cause of the megafauna extinction. The megafauna extinction had a major effect on the ecosystem structure, seed dispersal, land surface albedo and nutrient
biogeochemistry of the continents (Doughty 2013).
While more advanced agricultural societies have replaced hunter-gatherer
societies over large parts of the moist tropical forest regions of India, even today,
there exist extensive areas where hunter-gathering, shifting-cultivator societies
persist to the present. These include the humid forest regions to the northeast of the Brahmaputra valley, and parts of central India where the eastern
end of the Vindhya ranges join the north-eastern tracts of the Eastern Ghats
(Gadgil and Guha 1999). This is probably because malaria and inter-tribal
wars, coupled with their inaccessibility makes settled cultivation difficult in
these regions. Some of these tribes were converted to Christianity, and this
dramatically changed resource use practices. In the non-Christian regions such
as parts of Meghalaya, Mizoram and Orissa, there are extensive sacred groves
and quotas on wood extracted from fuel-woodlots (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
These practices favor prudent resource use (resource use patterns in terms of
HANPP trends shall be examined later)
The earliest evidence of the Neolithic Revolution in India comes from Mehrgarh
(now in Pakistan) around 8,000 BP. Agricultural-pastoral people spread over
India in many phases (Gadgil and Guha 1999). They could not penetrate the
moist forests such as those of the Gangetic plains or the west coast without
metal tools. The habitat most favorable for them for cultivation was along the
smaller water courses in the relatively drier tracts of north-western India, the
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Indus plains, and the Deccan Plateau. This is where agricultural settlements
developed over the period 6000 to 1000 BC. It is probable that hunter-gatherers,
along with shifting cultivators continued to dominate all the moister tracts of
the subcontinent (Gadgil and Guha 1999). It is interesting to note that high
NPP ecosystems are initially more resistant to colonization as more energy and
effort is require to colonize these ecosystems.
The first urban civilization of the Indian subcontinent was built over the
north-west of India. Archaeological evidence suggests that this civilization practiced settled cultivation. Iron was brought to India by about 1000 BC (Singh
1962). Iron along with fire made it possible for the middle Gangetic Plain to
be brought under intensive agricultural-pastoral colonization. The weakening
and ultimately, the disappearance of the urban centers of this civilization has
been attributed to several possible reasons such as the shifting of river courses,
on account of geological change associated the lifting up of the Himalayas, climatic change as evident from the study of paleobotany, the disappearance of
the Saraswati river (a critical center of early urban development), and the salinization of agricultural soils due to continued irrigation (Valdiya, 2002; Gadgil
and Guha 1999).
The pattern of resource use following this was determined by the gradual
expansion of agriculture and pastoralism over food gatherers. Food-gathering
communities relied on the forest base for resource usage and had ascribed divine
powers to specific tree groves. The agricultural-pastoral colonizers however had
a stake in the destruction of this resource base for settled cultivation. They,
in turn, ascribed supernatural powers to abstract forces of nature such as fire,
earth, as these elements helped conquerors subordinate hunter-gatherers (Gadgil
and Guha 1999).
By around 2,500 years BP, Gadgil and Guha (1999) note that settled agriculture and pastoralism had covered wide areas of the subcontinent. These
continued into the drier tracts of western India, from where they made their
way into the peninsula. Small scale cultivation and pastoralism emerged along
major tributaries of rivers in the semi-arid region of central peninsular India.
Unsurprisingly the highest concentration of settled cultivation and pastoralism
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was in the Gangetic plain. This spread led to the emergence of several chiefdoms
whose size was dependent on the scale of cultivation and agricultural surplus obtained. Food gatherers continued in the hilly tracts of the Himalayas and north
eastern India, on the central Indian plateau and on the Eastern and Western
Ghats (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
Gadgil and Guha (1999) suggest that the birth of the caste system occurred
at this time. The different endogamous groups continued to remain distinct,
but were assigned different tasks within society. Former food gatherers occupied the lowest castes and performed low status tasks for the ruling elites. The
process was rationalized in the varna system which divided society into Brahmans/priests, Kshatriyas or warriors, Vaishyas or traders, Sudras or peasants
and higher status artisans, and Panchamas (Untouchables).
There is evidence to suggest that the eight centuries from 500 BC to 300
AD, which followed the colonization of the fertile lands of northern India, saw
abundant agricultural surpluses which promoted activities outside of food production. The river valleys of peninsular India- the Krishna, Godavri, Kaveri
and Vaigai, for example- were also converted to agricultural settlements at this
time. Large surpluses would have promoted the development of large scale
trade. The chiefdoms of earlier times gave way to larger states- the Mauryas
and the Kushanas in the north, and the Chalukyas and Sangam Cholas in the
peninsula (Gadgil and Guha 1999). The chief aim of these states was to increases surpluses within their own territory and to acquire as much as they
could from other states. These aims are reflected in Kautilya’s ’Arthasastra’
which provides a window into the activities of the Mauryan kingdom. Thus the
Mauryan kingdom was very anxious to increase their states by colonizing more
territories; in particular the river valleys of the hilly regions that bordered their
state. This led to the colonization of the Gangetic plain itself. The Mauryan
kings maintained some forested areas as hunting preserves which reflected a new
kind of territorial control over living resources-control by the state. However,
the actual control over cultivated and non-cultivated land remained with the
villagers (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
Gadgil and Guha (1999) posit that this new form of land control led to the
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breakdown of local autonomy at the food-gathering stage, and also led to the export of agricultural produce as well as commodities such as elephants, musk and
sandal. These activities would have affected man-nature interactions, coupled
with population increase, chiefly through the breakdown of local management
practices of resource conservation and a gradual over harvesting of the existent
resource base. The sway that the religions Buddhism and Jainism held at this
time might be seen as a response to the need for the conservation of resources.
Despite the spread of Buddhism and Jainism, a decline in trade and urban centers has been recorded for the Indian subcontinent in the fourth century of the Christian era: the Gupta period. Gadgil and Guha (1999) provide
possible reasons for this decline, with possible changes in rainfall patterns, depletion in soil fertility and growth in human population being some. There
still remained regions of limited cultivation in spite of the increase in irrigation
facilities. Gadgil and Guha (1999) provide multiple reasons for this: “In northwestern India and the center of the Indian peninsula the rainfall was scanty and
variable; in the Terai at the foot of the Himalaya the conditions were swampy
and malarial; on the banks of the Ganges there was an excessive fury of annual
floods; and in the Eastern and Western Ghats the topography was too steep”.
This shall be explored later with the use of HANPP to study the history of land
use in India.
Gadgil and Guha (1999) describe the Gupta and post-Gupta pre-Muslim
period in Indian history, from the fourth to the tenth centuries as characterized
by “low levels of urbanization, and many small kingdoms”. The period beyond
900-1000 AD marked the re-emergence of larger states, such as the Chola state,
and the Vijayanagar and Mughal empires. Their emergence might have been
due to improvements in productivity- for example the use of tank irrigation
and the development of a widespread societal organization of irrigation in large
areas of Tamil Nadu during the Chola rule (900 AD-1200 AD) led to increased
productivity. Another possible reason for the re-emergence of large states that
Gadgil and Guha (1999) provide, is their ability to have better mobilized surpluses across larger areas.
In Mughal India (1526-1707 AD), although the state claimed fairly extensive
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areas of land, it had no direct claims over land other than hunting reserves.
Peasants could not be dispossessed of their lands. Gadgil and Guha (1999) note
that “despite the inequalities of class and caste, pre-colonial Indian society had
a considerable degree of coherence and stability because of strong communal
institutions existing at caste and supra-caste levels. Even the Mughals, whose
religion was Islam, did not alter existing patterns of resource use.” This changed
completely when India came in touch with the Western world

4.2
4.2.1

Colonial India
Forestry in Colonial India

India came in contact with the Western world in the 16th century, Europe was
on the threshold of the Industrial Revolution. The technological advancements
of the Industrial Revolution resulted in a wide range of objects becoming commodities for which the demand increased dramatically. Wood for example was
now required for the manufacture of paper and fuel. The Industrial Revolution
led to the transformation of the social metabolism of the west because of this
disruption to material and energy flows. The roots of colonialism lay in the
escalation of resource demand needed to sustain the Industrial Revolution. Europeans initially came to India as traders and military advisors, and later made
the transition to rulers. Although Europe could not create a neo-European base
in India, due to the Indian population’s resistance to Eurasian diseases, and the
existence of sophisticated socio-political institutions; they did interfere and dramatically change the ecology of the country. The exposure of the country to a
consumer economy and Western ideas of development ensured that ecological
change continued and intensified after it gained Independence (Gadgil and Guha
1999).
The British Empire in India lasted for nearly 200 years. As mentioned above,
the British first arrived as traders as part of the English East India Company.
They received their first trading permit from the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in
1634 AD. Their empire building began with their victory in the battle of Plassey
in 1757 AD, as a result of which they obtained political control of the modern
states Bengal and Bihar. The British were formally granted revenue-collection
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rights in these areas in 1765 AD. By 1860 AD, a large part of the territories of
modern India, Pakistan and Bangladesh was under British government. There
were also a large number of princely states in different part of the country, all
of who were under British political rule but had autonomy in administrative
matters. The rule of the East India company came to an end after the “Sepoy
Mutiny” of 1857 when Indian troops revolted against their British officers. The
revolt was soon suppressed, but Indian administration passed into the hands of
the British Crown. The British left India in 1947, when the Indian empire was
partitioned into India and Pakistan (Banerjee and Iyer 2002).
The process of deforestation in India by the British Raj was very intense in
the early years of the building of the railway network after about 1853. The subHimalayan forests of Garhwal and Kumaon, for example, were all ‘felled even
to desolation’ and ‘thousands of trees were felled which were never removed,
nor was this removal possible’. Before the coal mines of Raniganj became fully
operative, the railway company drew upon the forests for fuel as well (as cited in
Gadgil and Guha 1999). In Madras, a member of the Indian Famine Commission
noted, ‘the demand for fuel of locomotives was ‘large enough to cause a heavy
drain, if not a total exhaustion of the particular forests from which the supplies
are drawn’ (as cited in Gadgil and Guha 1999). The demand for wood resulted
in forests being cleared further and further away from the railway track and the
use of unsuitable species of trees to construct sleepers.
The pace of railway expansion from 1349 km of track in 1860 to 51,658 km
in 1910, resulted in a massive decline of the forests in India. The Governor
General in 1862 thus called for the establishment of a department that could
ensure the sustained availability of wood (Gadgil and Guha 1999). The imperial
forest department was formed in 1864 with the help of experts from Germany,
the country which was at the time the leading European country in forestry
management. The crisis faced by the Forest Department was massive as only
three Indian timbers- teak (Tectona grandis), sal (Shorea robusta) and deodar
(Cedrus deodara) were strong enough in their natural state to be utilized as
railway sleepers (even though more than 50 species were tried). Sal and teak,
being available near railways in peninsular India, were particularly exploited in
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the early years of the railway network. Their decline in peninsular India led
to expeditions to the north-western Himalayas in search of deodar forests. The
deodar of the Sutlej and Yamuna valleys were rapidly expropriated in the years
following the establishment of the forest department, with > 6,500,000 deodar
sleepers supplied from the Yamuna forests alone between 1869 and 1885 (Gadgil
and Guha 1999).
The demand for wood by the state led to the formulation of the India Forest
Act of 1865 which asserted state monopoly over forests. This was replaced 13
years later by a more comprehensive piece of legislation which strengthened the
state’s claim. A description of these acts can be found in the Appendix, Section
A.
To summarize, colonial forestry led to the decline in traditional conservation
and management systems around the forest. The forest department of India
catered to the dual aims of commercial timber and revenue by intensifying its
exploitation through two major devices:
• It increased the accessibility of forests by improving the transportation
network
• It increased the proportion of commercially valued species in the India
subcontinent
Two related processes of ecological change resulted colonialism:
• From the middle of the last century, a large scale extermination of wildlife
commenced in which white hunters-from the viceroy downards- participated. Much of the shooting was motivated by the desire for ’large bags’
and the hope of claiming a ’world record’.
• A major transformation in forest ecology occurred due to the sale, at
extremely low prices of large expanses of woodlands to Europeans for the
development of tea, coffee and rubber plantations.
4.2.2

Agriculture in Colonial India

Although the British introduced innovations in the agricultural sector of India
such as the development of a canal irrigation system, and the introduction of new
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plant species, agriculture in British India stagnated. This was mainly because
the British made private property rights of land contingent on the proprietors
of the land being able to pay oppressively high land taxes (Banerjee and Iyer
2002; Washbrook 1981). This insecurity in property rights and the little surplus
left to cultivators after the payment of taxes led to the stagnation of agriculture.
The next paragraphs details how this happened.
Two kinds of tax systems were instituted by the British in India (Bagchi,
1992).
• Landlord/Zamindari based system: The revenue collection responsibilities
for a number of villages were vested in a landlord who was allowed to retain
a part of the revenue collected
• Individual-based/Raiyatwari system: The British government officers collected revenue directly from the actual cultivators without any intermediaries
Historical records indicate that typically areas conquered between 1820 and
1865 had a greater probability of getting a non-landlord system because areas
conquered after 1820 had two major non-landlord systems as precedents: the
individual-based system in Madras Presidency, and the village based system in
the North-West Provinces. However, the Sepoy Mutiny in 1857 led to a reversal
of British land policy and the landlord based system was reinstituted in areas
conquered post 1865 (Bagchi, 1992).
As mentioned earlier, the timely payment of tax- which allowed for the
maintenance of the colonial state- under both the Zamindari and Raiyatwari
tenure allowed cultivators to ‘own’ land in India. The British linked the revenue
to be paid to the estimated produce of the land, with only minor adjustments
for variation in harvests. These tax demands were so high that inevitably a
number of cultivators lost their property rights every year. Agriculture during
this period was dependent on rainfall; and the risk of losing one’s property rights
because of the failure to pay taxes was over and above the already existent risk
of a drought (Bagchi, 1992).
The tax system also freed zamindars from the obligation of providing public
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goods and services to the peasants such as the maintenance of roads, dams and
market. This was also responsible for depressed yields. In addition, by forcing
taxes to be paid in money and not kind, the system often led to local markets
being swamped with produce, resulting in low agricultural prices. In many
parts of India, peasants and zamindars had been used to paying taxes in kind.
Even when money was used, it was money of low denomination such as cowries
(Bagchi, 1992).
The effect of price variations was large and complex, and played an integral
role in intensifying insecurity amongst cultivators in rural India. If government
taxes were fixed in money, and if prices of crops increased, then it would seem
logical that the peasants or intermediaries would benefit from higher sale prices.
However, if the price rise was due to scarcity such as famines, tax-payers would
become net buyers, and would be unable to pay their taxes. If price rises were
due to exogenous factors, but if the tax payers were heavily indebted to money
lenders, then most of the surplus of the cultivators would be seized by creditors
who would take the opportunity to realize some of their claims. In addition, in
any normal year some peasants would be net buyers of grain in the market, if
their landholdings were too small (Bagchi, 1992).
The tax system thus forced peasants to encroach on pastures and marginal
lands to use as much area as possible for crop production. Livestock were a
main source of fertilizer and as crop production was favored over the maintenance of livestock, there was a deficit in fertilizer. In addition the oppressive
taxes allowed peasants very little money to invest in resources to improve their
lands productivity. All of these factors contributed to the stagnation of the
agricultural sector (Bagchi, 1992).
British rulers took a long time (more than 25 years) to begin providing for
canal based irrigation systems in India, and even longer to provide agricultural
loans to the peasants at low rates for effecting improvements (The granting
of such loans was a regular practice under the previous administrations of the
Mughals and the Marathas). When they did, the peasants had little incentive
to take advantage of the public irrigation facilities or the official taqavi loans
on terms which the government offered. The root of this lies in the insecurity
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of permanent property rights. In addition the high water taxes on using the
irrigation network acted as a strong deterrent (Bagchi, 1992).
There have not been many detailed studies carried out on the effect of the
British canal irrigation system on agriculture in India. One of the few studies on
this topic was carried out by Dr. E. Whitcombe on the irrigation system in the
Ganges-Jamuna doab (tract of land between the rivers) (as cited in Stone 2002).
Whitcombe suggests that the disadvantages of the canal network outweighed its
advantages for several reasons. For example, she says that the very act of turning
large quantities of water over an almost flat plains landscape with a high water
table led to water logging and the spread of saline deposits over the surface of
the land. The rise in the water table led to the caving in of natural wells which
forced the peasants to increasingly rely on canal irrigation. In addition, the
provision of canal irrigation led to cash crops being favored over staple food.
The ease with which water was obtained also led to over cropping and the loss
of soil fertility. However, other studies that focus on empirical data suggest
that these harms were much less Dr. Whitcombe had described, and in some
areas canal irrigation was deemed an improvement. The effect of this irrigation
system on agriculture thus continues to remain an open question (as cited in
Stone 2002; Wade 1982).
Apart from irrigation, another means by which the British tried to use their
Western knowledge to ‘improve’ the Indian agriculture system was the introduction of plant species. This was done through botanical gardens (Arnold 2005).
The Agriculture and Horticulture Society of India (AHSI) was set up in the
1820s. Although AHSI had an effect on recreational and display horticulture, it
had only a modest effect on Indian agriculture. One of the reasons for this was
that ‘native’ membership of the society was limited (Brockway 1979).
AHSI did foster some improvements in agriculture though. Improved strains
of ‘Otaheite’ sugar cane were brought from Mauritius in 1829 and peasants in
the Narmada valley of India were cajoled to use the new strain. Given its
superior properties the strain spread across northern Indian and the Deccan.
The success of this could be attributed to the fact that sugar cane was already
being grown in India across large parts of the country. Another area where
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AHSI was extensively involved was cotton cultivation. However the scheme was
a failure due to the lack of understanding of the Indian climate. AHSI also tried
to anglicize Indian agriculture by fostering the spread of temperate vegetables
and fruits. One temperate vegetable that did catch on was the potato due to
the demand for it by British officers. All in all agriculture grew at a mere 1%
in pre-Independence times (Brockway 1979).

4.3

Post-colonial India

4.3.1

Forestry in post-colonial India

Forest policy following independence was not very different from the policy that
existed during colonial times. The national forest policy of 1952 reinforced
the right of the state to exclusive control over forest protection, production
and management. The one major difference in the post-1947 policy has been
that the demands of the commercial-industrial sector have replaced strategic
imperial needs. There have been four stages in the industrial orientation of
Indian forestry. These are listed in the table below (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
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Table 3: The four stages of post-colonial Indian forestry as presented in the
book ’The Fissured Land’
Period
Method

Species

Agency

Prime Beneficiary

1947

Selection

Indigenous

Forest

felling

commercial

partment

de-

Industry

de-

Industry

species
1960-1985

Clear felling

Chiefly

Forest

and

exotics

partment

Clear-felling

Chiefly

Commercial

Commercial

and

exotics

farmers

farmers and

mono-

cultural
plantations
1975

mono-

cultural

industry

plantations
1985

Import

and

Exotics

captive plan-

Joint sector

Industry, importers

tations

A detailed description of each phase of the post-colonial forestry sector can
be found in the Appendix, Section B.
The fact that access to forests has been ranked low on peasant grievances
post-Independence has been surprising, given the massive protests that occurred
during colonial rule against state control of forests. This is partly because of the
abolishment of the zamindari system/landlordism which resulted in the gain of
land by a large section of the population (mainly middle castes). In addition
with the onset of the Green Revolution in the 1960s, farmers in many parts of
India switched to a new mix of agricultural technologies- with the state providing
them with water, electricity, fertilizer and machinery at highly subsidized rates.
This reduced their dependency on forest resources (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
However, in some parts of the country a natural healthy forest cover is
essential for subsistence agriculture. One such region, the Central Himalayas
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gave birth to what is possibly the best known of environmental movement- the
Chipko movement. Conflict between the villagers and state arose when the
government allotted a plot of forest in Alakananda to Symonds, a sports- goods
company over the villagers claim to it. This provoked the villagers (mainly
women) into hugging trees to prevent them from being felled. This was in 1973.
In the next decade, Chipko spread rapidly to other parts of Uttar Pradesh. A
decade after it began Chipko spread to northern Karnataka where a similar
conflict between the villagers and the forest department gave rise to the Appiko
movement (Guha 2000).
4.3.2

Agriculture in post-colonial India

Agriculture has always been described as the backbone of the Indian economy
for three reasons (Gupta 1998):
• It constitutes the largest share of the country’s national income (even
though this share has declined from 55% in the early 1950s to about 25%
by the early 2000s)
• More than half of India’s workforce is employed in its agricultural sector
• Growth of other sectors and the overall economy depends on the performance of agriculture to a considerable extent
Agriculture in post-colonial India can be divided into three phases (Tripathi
and Prasad 2009):
• Pre-green Revolution: The period from 1950/1 to the mid-1960s was characterized by massive agrarian reforms, institutional challenges and the development of major dams for irrigation. Landlordism was abolished and
tenant operations were given security of farming and ownership of land.
Land ceiling acts were imposed to eliminate large sized holdings, and cooperative credit institutions were strengthened to minimize exploitation of
cultivators by private money lenders and traders. Land consolidation was
also effected to reduce fragmentation of land. Expansion of area was the
main source of growth in this phase. This phase saw a massive reliance
on food imports (Tripathi and Prasad 2009).
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• Green Revolution Period: Growth rates in area were less than half the
growth rates in phase one. Increases in productivity due to a technological breakthrough in developing improved strains of wheat and rice, became
the main source of growth in crop output. This was complemented by increases in fertilizer-use and irrigation. This strategy led to a dramatic
improvement in yield. Wheat and rice production saw a massive increase
of 30 million tons in the short span of six years between 1965/66 and
1971/72. This was 168% higher than the achievement of the 15 years following 1950/51. This enabled self-sufficiency in food grains. This phase
also saw the growth of the agro-input industry due to the use of modern
farm inputs. Agrarian reforms faded into the background while research,
extension, input supply, credit, marketing, price support and the spread
of technology were the prime concern of policy makers. The Food Corporation of India and the Agricultural Prices Commission were also created
at the beginning of the Green Revolution phase to ensure remunerative
prices to producers, to maintain reasonable prices for consumers, and to
maintain buffer stock to guard against the adverse impact of annual price
fluctuations. Rice and wheat- the two major staple cereal crops have
mainly benefited from these two institutions (Tripathi and Prasad 2009).
• The next phase began in the early 1980s which was marked by a clear
move in economy policy towards the de-licensing and deregulation of industry. Agricultural policy on the other hand lacked any clear direction.
Agricultural growth accompanied by the increase in real farm incomes led
to the emergence of interest groups and lobbies which started influencing
farm policy in the country. This led to a considerable increase in subsidies and support to the agricultural sector during this period. There
was a real term decline in public spending during this period accompanied by growing investments by farmers. The output growth which was
originally concentrated in very narrow pockets became broad based. The
process of diversification of the rural economy resulted in the fast growth
of nonfood grain outputs such as milk, poultry, fishing, vegetables. This
market driven growth accelerated the growth in agricultural GDP during the 1980s. Although the green revolution has been widely diffused
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in irrigated areas, dry areas have not seen the benefit of the technological breakthrough of the Green Revolution. The improved varieties of oil
seeds and coarse cereals post the 1980s provided some opportunities for
productivity growth in these areas (Tripathi and Prasad 2009)
A new phase was started in India’s economic policy in 1991 with the initiation of reforms that involved deregulation, and reduced government participation in economic activities. The agricultural sector was indirectly affected
by these reforms through the devaluation of the exchange rate and liberalization of external trade. The international trade accord and WTO required the
opening up of the domestic market. There were strong apprehensions about the
impact of trade liberalization on Indian agriculture which later proved to be
a real threat to several commodities produced in the country. In response to
this the government announced the National Agricultural Policy (NAP) in 2000
(Tripathi and Prasad 2009). Recent reports that evaluate this policy show that
growth rates of the agricultural sector are far below the 4% mark that NAP had
set (Mohan 2006).
The next part of this thesis shall aim to calculate the HANPP of India and
link the trend of the HANPP thus calculated to the train of historical events
presented in this section.

5

Methodology

Prasad and Badrinath (2003) had used Haberl et al (1997)’s definition to calculate the HANPP trend for India between the years 1961 and 1998. This thesis
shall use the same definition.

All the assumptions made shall be stated ex-

plicitly. To remind the reader, NPP0 is the Net Primary Productivity of the
potential vegetation, or the vegetation that would exist in the absence of human
interference. NPPt is the amount of net primary productivity that remains in
the ecosystem after humans have abstracted biomass from the ecosystem to satisfy their needs. NPPactual is the actual net productivity of the given area before
it has been harvested by humans. NPPharvest is the Net Primary Productivity
abstracted in the form of biomass harvests.
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HAN P P
N P Pt

= N P P0 − N P Pt

(3)

= N P Pactual − N P Pharvest

(4)

Prasad and Badrinath (2003) had used land use data from the FAO dataset
(URL available in the bibliography) They analyzed these trends in relation to
fertilizer usage and population growth. Overall they found that the HANPP for
India was about 42% of the potential NPP, which was higher than the global
average of 24% to 39% of global potential NPP.
For calculations of NPPactual , various datasets will be used which provide
the fraction of area of different kinds of land in India over time. Different
datasets have classified land in various ways and this has to be taken into account when calculating the NPP of that particular fraction of land. This thesis
shall calculate the HANPP using a spatially explicit, gridded data set and a
non-gridded data set and will compare the results obtained with the values of
HANPP previously calculated for India.
The following table shows the datasets being used. The FAO dataset and
the Ramankutty and Foley (1999) datasets are the two primary datasets being
considered. The FAO dataset has the area covered by forests only for a short
period of time. As the definition of forest land is the same in the four supplementary datasets mentioned in the diagram below; this data will be used to
supplement calculations made with FAO data.
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Figure 2: Methodology followed

Table 4: Overview of the datasets used
Datasets(source)

Land use classification

Ramankutty and Foley (1999)

It provides global cropland and pasture data from 1700 to
2007. The data is in the gridded format at 0.5 degree resolution in latitude by longitude

FAO

It provides global datat on the area under temporary and permanent crops, area under temporary and permanent meadows,
are of temporarily fallow land, forest area and other land area
for the years 1961-2012. It also provides detailed crop harvest
and livestock data as well as data on imports and exports.
This is in the non-gridded format

Flint (1994) and Flint and Richards (1994)

It provides land use change for South and Southeast Asia for
the years 1880, 1920, 1950, 1970 and 1980

Bureau of Economics and Statistics India

It provides detailed land use data for India from 1950 to the
present. It is in the non-gridded format

Tian et al. (2014)

This paper aims to synthesize current non-gridded datasets
with gridded datasets to provide a coherent gridded dataset
of detailed land use change over time for India from 1880 to
2010. The only data publicly available, however, is land use
data for the years 1880, 1950, 1970, 2005 and 2010

State of Forest Reports

It provides the area of forests for India from 1989 to the present

An indepth analysis of each dataset is provided later in this document. This
thesis shall go beyond the calculations done by Prasad and Badrinath (2003)
by considering imports and exports of NPP in the form of agricultural products
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to calculate the embodied HANPP. It is also novel in taking a spatially explicit
and geographic approach where possible, and examines historical trends in spatial patterns. In order to relate socioeconomic metabolism and its impact on
the ecosystem, the spatial disconnect of biomass consumption and production
caused by trade must be taken into account. The next section shall detail how
all of these calculations were carried out.

5.1

Calculating the NPPpotential

The GPPpotential is defined as the Global Primary Productivity (the total
amount of C fixed by plants via photosynthesis) that would be present in the
absence of human influence (Prince and Goward 1995). Humans have had an
impact on the Earth’s climate as far back as the Pleistocene Megafauna extinction. It is virtually impossible to know for sure what vegetation would exist
under current climatic conditions in the absence of humans. Thus choosing the
GPPpotential for these calculations is an arbitrary process. A way to overcome
this limitation is to use empirical models relating climate to productivity to
find the potential productivity of a region. Biogeographers and ecologists have
always recognized the major role played by climate in the distribution of life on
earth, and have used the observable limits of vegetation zones to bound climatic
zones (Cramer et al. 1999).
The latter could not be delimited accurately on climatic data alone because
of the continuous, independent variability of the individual climatic factors and
because of the very limited and irregular distribution of meteorological stations
around the world. However, research workers then turned from a simple classification or delimitation of climatic regions, to seeking mathematical formulae
derived from the meteorological data which could relate climate to vegetation
productivity. Two such empirical models mentioned in Prasad and Badrinath
(2003)’s paper will now be discussed to calculate the potential GPP of a region:
• Paterson’s CVP index produced an estimate of NPP0 for India to be 36.4
t/ha/year or 1820 gC/m2 (Prasad and Badrinath 2003; Gambi 1960) A
detailed description of Paterson’s index along with its pros and cons can
be found in the Appendix, Section C.
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• Lieth’s Miami model produced an estimate of NPP0 for India to be 26.07
t/ha/year or 1303.5 g C/m2 (Prasad and Badrinath 2003; Lieth 1975). A
detailed description of this model and its pros and cons can be found in
the Appendix, Section C.
This thesis shall use another approach to calculate the potential productivity of India. A map of the average GPP for the years 1998-2005 of the world
was published in Beer et al. (2010) for every 5 arc resolution. This was used
along with average monthly precipitation ArcGIS data obtained from the worldclim.org website for every 30 arc-seconds (about 1 km resolution). Beer et al.
(2010) estimated terrestrial GPP and its spatial variation by diagnostic models.
Their diagnostic modeling consisted of two stages• The parameterization of GPP with respect to explanatory site variables
• The application of the model by using gridded information about these
explanatory variables
GPP was estimated by partitioning continuous measurements of net ecosystem exchange (NEE) into GPP and ecosystem respiration at various flux tower
sites. Two flux partitioning methods were considered using night time or day
time NEE. This site-level GPP data was then used to calibrate five different
diagnostic models which related GPP to meteorology, vegetation type, remote
sensing indices at daily, monthly or annual time scales. Two of these approaches
were machine learning techniques: a model tree ensemble (MTE) and an artificial neural network (ANN). The Koppen-Geiger cross Biome (KGB) approach
was a look-up table of mean GPP per ecoregion (Beer et al. 2010).
GPP of river catchment areas was estimated by the water use efficiency
(WUE) approach which combined recently derived global WUE fields with the
long term averaged evapotranspiration at the water shed scale. Although this is
an important constraint at the global scale, the spatial resolution used was too
coarse to use the WUE approach for estimating the spatial distribution of GPP.
Therefore, the light-use efficiency approach (LUE) was applied by combining insitu Bayesian calibration with an uncertainty propagation per vegetation and
climate class (Beer et al 2010).
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The second step, the mapping of flux tower GPP to the land surface, was
performed by applying these diagnostic models to fields of remote sensing and
climatic data. In doing so, the several sources of uncertainty such as uncertainty
from model parameterization and from explanatory variables were considered.
By making use of the new data streams and the ensemble of five diagnostic
models, an observation based estimate of GPP during the period 1998-2005 was
presented (Beer et al. 2010).
Code was written on FME to concatenate the GPP value of each grid cell
of India with the corresponding precipitation in each cell.

Figure 3: Process flow drawn in FME to resample the precipitation raster data
to superimpose it on the gridded GPP data. The GPP data was obtained in
the netCDF format. As the field contained global data, it was clipped to obtain
data only for India. The superimposed file was also merged with area data of
each grid cell. In the original netCDF file containing GPP data, a few grid cells
were missing. These have been neglected
India was thus divided into grid cells, with each cell containing it’s area (it
was appropriately clipped if the cell lay on the boundary of India), the average
annual precipitation (the monthly averages were added up), and the GPP data
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(gC/m2 /year). This file was opened in arcGIS and the attribute sheet was
exported to MS Excel. The scatter of GPP versus precipitation is plotted in
the figure below.
GPPpotential can be obtained by finding the upper envelope of this plot (pers
comms. Malhi). The maximum GPP occurs for precipitation ≈ 3400 mm (this
point is marked by a large green circle in the diagram). Note that we do not
have many points after this value to extract a bounding function for values of
precipitation beyond this point and thus the values of the bounding function
post this are somewhat subjective. Code was written on MATLAB to find
this bounding function. The code with appropriate comments can be found in
the Appendix, Section D so the reader can understand the algorithm used to
extract the bounding GPPpotential . These values of GPPpotential (gC/m2 /year)
were also plotted on the figure below.
Instead of the bounding function just calculated, the bounding function can
also be fitted using a second degree parabolic function. The following fitting
function was obtained:
GP Ppotential = −0.003×precipitation2 +1.7769×precipitation+207.3374 (5)
Note that the stray point (9748 mm, 1704gC/m2 /year) was ignored during the
calculation. Using the fitted function, the GPPpotential at this point worked
out to be: -10840gC/m2 /year. GPPpotential cannot be less than 0 and hence
the GPPpotential of this point was artificially set to be 1500g C/m2 /year. This
function was also plotted on the figure
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Figure 4: This figure shows the scatter plot of GPP obtained from the Beer et
al. 2010 data. The bounded plots of GPPpotential using two different methods
are superimposed on this figure.
GPPpotential was then multiplied by the area of the grid cell, summed, and
then divided by the total area of India to calculate the GPPpotential /m2 of India.
The mean GPPpotential of India was calculated to be 952.1g C/m2 with method
one. While with the parabolic fitting function, the GPPpotential of India was
calculated to be 1661 g C/m2 . This is the value that shall be used for the rest
of the dissertation.
This is the map of the GPPpotential of India.
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Figure 5: Map of GPPpotential in India. Units are in gC/m2
It can be seen that the map of GPPpotential obtained here is in accordance
with what we would expect. We see high values of GPPpotential in the wet
rainforest regions: south-west and north-east India as well as the Himalayan
foothills. Intermediate values of GPPpotential can be noted in central and eastern India where the GPP is inhibited by a strong dry season. We see very
low productivities in the north-west Thar Desert and in the high altitudes of
Kashmir.
Note the white square boxes seen in the map. Values for GPPpotential in
these cells were not available in the original Beer et al. (2010) dataset. When
FME code was written to resample the precipitation data and then concatenate
it with the GPP data from the Beer et al. (2010) dataset, as the GPP data was
not available, no values were stored in these cells and they thus appear blank
in this map.
Malhi et al. (2014) (in review) show that for tropical forest sites, NPP is
typically 40% of GPP. I apply this value to GPPpotential to obtain an estimate
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for the mean NPPpotential to be 664.4 g C/m2 . This is in the same range as the
potential GPP values obtained using the empirical climate-productivity models
described above. It could be argued that this method is more accurate than
the other methods described previously as it incorporates satellite estimates of
green-ness and deciduousness. Note that the NPP calculated here includes the
above ground and below ground component.

5.2

Estimating NPPt

The next part of the calculation of HANPP involves calculating the actual NPP
and the NPP appropriated for human needs. As mentioned earlier, calculating
NPPactual is dependent on the dataset used due to different land classifications
in different datasets. This thesis will calculate the NPP of each type of land
category. Loosely, most data sets have classified land into cropland, forests and
pastures.
5.2.1

Estimating NPP of cropland

If the production data of each crop is provided, this thesis follows the same
approach used by Prasad and Badrinath (2003) to estimate NPP of the harvest
biomass by estimating the total amount of dry biological yield of crops (this
includes crop residues) obtained during harvests by using Lobell et al. (2002)’s
equation:

NPP =

M RY × (1 − M C)
HI

(6)

• MRY is the mass per unit of reported yield per crop
• MC is the moisture content. The water content of harvested biomass
is usually between 15%-95%, and dramatic changes in water content of
biomass (products) may occur during processing, thus hampering the application of mass-balance calculations.
• MRYx(1-MC) is the mass of dry matter. 1 kg dry matter biomass approximately equals 18.3 MJ Gross Calorific Value (Upper Heating Value) or
0.5 kg C
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• HI is the harvest index which is defined as the economic yield of the crop
expressed as a fraction of the total biological yield, where biological yield
includes the total dry matter a plant produces above ground. FAO data
does not cover crop residues and thus the harvest index is required to find
the complete above ground NPP. It is assumed that the crop residue left
is also assumed to be appropriated by humans
Hay (1995) compiled representative values of harvest indices of different
crops in different regions in the 1980s. Lobell et al (2002) uses Hay (1995)’s table
to list down the harvest indices of the main crops. Prasad and Badrinath (2003)
use these harvest indices in their calculation. However, this list is not exhaustive
and does not cover crops in India specifically. Kraussman et al. (2008) provides
a more detailed list of harvest factors for the South Asian region. These factors
were used in the calculation. The moisture content of crops was found from
Lobell et al. (2002)’s paper as well as from other literature (Codex Standard
171-1989; The Brittanica Encyclopedia, URL available in the bibliography)
Table 5: Harvest factors for South Asia given in Krausmann et al. (2008)
Harvest factor

South Asia

Wheat, other cerals

1.7

Rice paddy

1.5

Maize, Millet, Sorghum

3.5

Roots and tubers

1

Cassava

0.8

Sugarcane

0.7

Sugar beets

0.7

Pulses

0.4

Soybeans

1.5

Groundnuts in shell

1.5

Oil palm fruit

1.9

Castor beans

0.4

Rapeseed, oil crops

2.3

Fooder crops

1.3

Permanent crops

2.5
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However one of the datasets used in this paper extends back in time when
the production quantity of each crop is not given. The dataset only contains the
fraction of cropland in India. In this case the NPP is calculated by multiplying
the area of cropland with the estimated yield of agricultural land in that year.
An estimate of the yield is obtained from 1891 to 1947 and from 19612012 onwards. The book ‘Agricultural trends in India, 1891-1947: Output,
Availability, and Productivity; by George Blyn provides the yield and area
of major crops (Tea, tobacco, groundnut, rape and mustard seed, sesamum,
linseed and indigo) in British India from 1891 to 1947. The average yield over
this period was computed. It is interesting to see that for the crops mentioned
above the yield remains fairly constant from 1891 to 1947. This is consistent
with the historical narrative of the agricultural sector in British India. It was
assumed that the yield from 1700 to 1891 was the same and thus the value of
the yield at 1891 was used for all the years before that. It was assumed that
from 1947 to 1961 the average yield in India remained the same. From the
years 1961 onwards detailed crop production data is provided by FAO. Post
1961 we know the Green Revolution occurred in India. The factor by which the
average productivity of cereals rose each year was multiplied by the yield values
to obtain the yield values of this time period.
The following graph shows the variation of average yield of the cropland area
versus time with all the assumptions made (this explains the constant yield for
certain periods)
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Figure 6: The average yield of crops in India from 1700 to the present in units
of g/m2
Thus the area of cropland multiplied by the yield provides estimates of the
NPP of cropland. Note that this is only the above ground NPP. We need to
calculate the total NPP which includes the above ground and below ground
component. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) obtained the following
data for above ground, below ground and total NPP for a tropical C3 and C4
grassland. (URL available in the bibliography)
Table 6: NPP data for a C3 and C4 grassland (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
C3 grassland

C4 grassland

Below ground NPP(g/m /yr)

926

739

Above ground NPP(g/m2 /yr)

293

668

1283

1462

2

2

Total NPP(g/m /yr)

Now the ratio of the total NPP to the above ground NPP is 4.37 for C3
grasslands and 2.18 for C4 grasslands. Crops are a mix of C3 and C4 crops (Most
plants are C3 but sugarcane etc are C4) (URL available in the bibliography).
Therefore the ratio of total NPP to above ground NPP will be taken as 3 on
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average. This factor will be multiplied by the above ground value of the NPP
obtained to calculate the total NPP. Further, this value will be expressed in
terms of mass of dry mass; In order to get this value in terms of g C (grams
Carbon), this value will have to be multiplied by 0.5.
5.2.2

Estimating the NPP of pasture land

The value of the NPP of pasture land is obtained in a relatively straightforward
way. The area of pasture is multiplied by 1300g/m2 , which is the average total
NPP value of C3 grasslands given by ORNL. The value of the NPPdemand
by livestock can be found by multiplying the number of livestock by the feed
conversion factor provided in Krausmann et al. (2008). They provide these
factors for different regions of the world for the year 2000. The feed conversion
factors of South Asia shall be used to calculate the NPPdemand of livestock in
India.
Table 7: Feed conversion factors of livestock for South Asia presented in Krausmann et al. (2008)
kg DM/head/day for South Asia
Cattle and buffaloes

6.4

Sheep and goats

1

Pigs

0.9

Poultry

0.05

Krausmann et al. (2008) posit that some of this demand is catered to by
crop residues and their paper provides crop residue recovery rates for the year
2000. The paper assumes that 83% of these residues are used as livestock feed.
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Table 8: Crop residue recovery rates for South Asia (Krausmann et al. 2008)
Recovery Rates for South Asia
Cereals

0.9

Roots and tubers

0.75

Sugarcane

0.9

Sugar crops

0.8

Beans, dry

0.5

Other pulses and oil crops

0.9

Oil palm fruit

0.9

Sunflower seed

0.5

Rapeseed

0.7

They further go on to say that some of this demand is catered to by market
and nonmarket feed. The value of market feed can be obtained from FAO from
the year 1961 onwards. However, there is no data source to calculate the amount
of nonmarket feed used in India. This is neglected in the calculations in this
thesis. A possible way to justify this is to say that most of India’s livestock
are reared on small farms. Most of the agricultural production data of these
farms is not included in FAO, therefore if the FAO statistics are being used, this
harvest data which is being missed out, then gets incorporated into the NPP
appropriated by livestock. Thus the correct value of the NPP appropriated is
obtained.
5.2.3

Estimating the NPP of natural vegetation/forests

Some datasets have provided a detailed classification of forests in India with
the area of each type of forest. The NPP/area of each kind of forest can then
be multiplied by the area to find the NPP of the forested land. The average
value of the NPP of forests in India is 652g/m2 which is given by Prasad and
Badrinath (2003). Note that this discounts for the presence of managed forests
and assumes that they have the same NPP as natural forests. This might not
be true. However, as more detailed information is unavailable, this assumption
is my best option.
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In spatially explicit datasets, the NPP of natural vegetation can be found
by multiplying the area of the natural vegetation by the corresponding value of
the GPP potential for that grid cell.

5.3

Estimating the Embodied HANPP

The national consumption of embodied HANPP is calculated from the sum of
HANPP occurring on a country’s territory, i.e. the upstream NPP associated
with domestic biomass harvest as presented by Haberl et al. (2007), plus the
HANPP related to biomass imports minus the HANPP related to biomass exports.
FAO data does not cover crop residues such as straw, stover (leaves and
stalks of field crops) and leaves. Thus the mass of above ground NPP in different
countries was calculated using harvest factors for different regions of the world
provided in Krausmann et al. (2008) to obtain the NPP appropriated in imports.
These factors are defined as the difference between average above ground NPP
per unit of cropland and the amount of primary crop harvested.
In order to calculate the NPP of grazed biomass, efficiency factors are provided in the paper in order to find the feed demand, given the mass of fresh
weight of the imported livestock/livestock produce (milk, eggs etc). It is true
that some of the feed demand of these livestock is satisfied by recovered crop
residues. However, as we do not know how much of the crop residues are consumed by the exported livestock to India as compared to the domestically consumed livestock and the livestock exported to other countries, this shall be
neglected.

6

Calculation of HANPP using a gridded dataset
and a non-gridded dataset

6.1

Gridded Dataset: Ramankutty and Foley (1999)

This dataset provides the fraction of cropland and pastureland from the year
1700 to the year 2007 for the world. The data is provided in the NetCDF format
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at 0.5 degrees resolution in latitude by longitude on an annual basis. This data
set was produced in the following way:
A remotely sensed land cover classification dataset was calibrated against cropland inventory data and a global representation of permanent croplands was
produced for the year 1992 at 5 minute spatial resolution. To reconstruct historical croplands, Ramankutty and Foley compiled an extensive database of
historical cropland values at the national and subnational level, from several
sources. Following this, the 1992 cropland data was used along with the historical inventory data to reconstruct global data on permanent cropland areas
from 1992 to 1700. A similar procedure was followed to obtain fractions of
pastureland.
The software FME was used to split the netCDF file into each time band.
This was then superimposed on an area map of India which was broken into
grid cells that were superimposed on the grid cells of the Ramankutty and Foley
(1999) dataset. The area of the grid cell was then concatenated with the fraction
of cropland present in that grid cell. The figure below shows the FME code used
to do this.

Figure 7: This figure shows the process flow written in FME that concatenates
the area of each grid cell with the fraction of cropland of the cell
Using this methodology they identified the following trends in cropland and
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pasture areas in South Asia.
6.1.1

Cropland

The Indian subcontinent has a long history of cultivation and there is widespread
crop cover in 1700. Between 1700 and 1850, South Asia experienced a gradual
increase in crop cover. The following figure shows a map of India with the
fraction of cropland in each grid cell for the years 1700, 1850 and 1980 AD.
Note that India was still under the rule of the Mughals in 1700 (Ramankutty
and Foley 1999).

Figure 8: Map showing the fraction of cropland of each grid cell of India for the
year 1700
There is some clearing in the Ganges flood plain during 1775-1825 and more
widespread clearing all over India during 1825-1860. Cropland maps from 1700
to 1870 show a gradual intensification of crop cover in the Indian subcontinent
(Ramankutty and Foley 1999).
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Figure 9: Map showing the fraction of cropland of each grid cell of India for the
year 1850
By 1870, the Ganges floodplain, the Ganges Brahmaputra, and the coastal
regions of southeast India were cultivated quite intensely. Lower intensity croplands are seen all over India. Almost all of this crop cover came at the expense
of forests/woodlands. Between 1850 and 1992, cropland expansion became more
rapid in South Asia (Ramankutty and Foley 1999).
During 1800-1900 and 1900-1920 there is some cropland abandonment seen
in Maharashtra and West Bengal. Crop land abandonment extended into south
eastern India during 1920-1940. After 1940, abandonment continued in various
parts of India, while more intense clearing occurred in north-west India. After
1980, the rates of change of cropland in India became negligible (Ramankutty
and Foley 1999).
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Figure 10: Map showing the fraction of cropland of each grid cell of India for
the year 1980

6.1.2

Pastureland

The following figures show the maps of the fraction of pasture land in India in
the years 1700, 1800, 1900 and 2000.
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Figure 11: A map showing the fraction of cropland at 1700 is placed alongside
a map of pastureland in the same year. It can be seen that in areas of heavily
settled cultivation (the Gangetic plain) the fraction of pasture land is very small.
However, there is some overlap between pastureland and cropland in areas where
cropland is not very high.
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Figure 12: This map shows the fraction of pastureland of each grid cell of India
for the year 1800. There does not seem to be much difference between the map
of pastureland in the year 1800 and the year 1700. There is some intensification
of the fraction of pastureland in central peninsular India. However, the fraction
of pastureland is still very small in the Gangetic plain
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Figure 13: This map shows the fraction of pastureland of each grid cell of India
for the year 1900. In the year 1900, the fraction of pastureland has intensified in
central India. It has also spread to the Gangetic plain. However, this fraction is
very small. The fraction of pastureland has also increased dramatically in the
foothills of the Himalayas where agriculture is difficult because of the swampy
terrain
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Figure 14: This map shows the fraction of pastureland of each grid cell of India
for the year 2000. In the year 2000, pastureland has intensified and expanded
into regions of heavy cropland: the Gangetic plain and some bits of peninsular
India. In addition, pastureland has greatly intensified everywhere

6.1.3

Natural vegetation

I will assume that urban/built up area is only a small fraction of the total area
of India and can be neglected. In that case the remaining fraction of area other
than cropland and pasture is of natural vegetation. The following graph shows
cropland and pastureland and natural vegetation NPP with time.
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Figure 15: This graph shows the net cropland, pastureland and natural vegetation NPP (expressed in units of Mega tons/yr) with time. The spike in pasture
NPP post the 1950s is caused because of the spike in area of pastureland shown
by data in this year. This spike is also seen in data from the Bureau of Economics and Statistics. It could either be an error or reflects a change in the way
data was collected, as such a vast increase in pasture data in such a short time
seems to be unrealistic.

The following figures shows the fraction of natural vegetation for each grid
cell of India for the years 1701, 1800, 1900, 2000
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Figure 16: This map shows the fraction of natural vegetation for each grid
cell of India for the year 1701. In 1701, we see that natural vegetation cover
predominates in most parts of the country except for the fertile Gangetic plain
and parts of peninsular India where settled cultivation was being practiced
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Figure 17: This map shows the fraction of natural vegetation for each grid cell
of India for the year 1800. In 1800, we noted that there hasn’t been much of
a change in natural vegetation from the year 1700. However, in regions where
settled cultivation started being practiced, natural vegetation has decreased.
This implies that natural vegetation gave way to agriculture.
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Figure 18: This map shows the fraction of natural vegetation for each grid cell
of India for the year 1900. In the year 1900 we see that the fraction of natural
vegetation has reduced dramatically in areas where it was already stressed.
However, the stress on natural vegetation hasn’t spread beyond these regions.
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Figure 19: This map shows the fraction of natural vegetation for each grid
cell of India for the year 2000. In the year 2000 we see that stress on natural
vegetation has spread to most parts of the country. This is in keeping with the
historical narrative of increased intensity of land use in India to cater to Britain’s
imperial interests during the colonial period, and to assuage the commercial
sector demand in the post-colonial period, as described in the previous sction.

6.1.4

HANPP

The next part of this thesis shall calculate the HANPP of India from 1700
to 2007. As the number of livestock in India is only documented from 1961
onwards, this HANPP shall not include the amount of biomass appropriated by
livestock. In addition, the amount of biomass appropriated from the forests for
energy needs shall be neglected. Thus this HANPP shall reflect the amount of
biomass appropriated by humans because of land use change and agriculture.
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The HANPP calculated using the methodology presented earlier is plotted as
a fraction of NPP0 . The calculation is done assuming that the yield of croplands
is the same in all parts of India (which is not true). In addition, as noted earlier,
the NPP of managed forests is assumed to be the same as the NPP of natural
forests.

Figure 20: This graph shows the HANPP of India over time plotted as a fraction
of NPP0 . It can be seen that HANPP has been following an upward trend. It
is to be noted that the real HANPP is higher because I have neglected the
biomass appropriated because of grazing and because of the biomass collected
from forests
The HANPP calculated in this thesis for the period 1961-2000 is between
400-500 g C/m2 . The HANPP reported by Prasad and Badrinath (2003) for
this period is about 300 g/m2 or 150 g C/m2 . This difference could be because
the GPPpotential used by that paper is different. Their methodology as mentioned previously was also different- they included the biomass appropriated
from forests.
The HANPP calculated for the year 2000 by Haberl et al. (2013) ranges
from 200 to 600 g C/m2 /year for India. Their map is reproduced below.
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Figure 21: HANPP generated for the year 2000 by Haberl et al. (2013)
The potential NPP calculated by Haberl et al. (2013) was obtained using
a Dynamic Global Vegetation Model. The limitations of using this approach
were discussed in the paper and it was said that these were partially offset by
comparing the results of this model with literature. A spatially explicit dataset
of forest area, crop area and pasture land area data for the year 2000 was used
to calculate the NPP of the existing vegetation (as cited in Haberl et al. 2013).
It is interesting to see that the range of HANPP obtained using this approach
in their paper, is about the same as the HANPP obtained in this thesis.
The following figures shows the HANPP as a fraction of the potential NPP
for each grid cell of the map of India for the years 1701, 1800, 1900 and 2000.
This kind of map is useful to identify areas where the HANPP is approaching
100% of the NPPpotential of a grid cell.
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Figure 22: The map of HANPP in the year 1701 is overlaid on a map of India
on which the river courses have been marked. As can be seen from the figure
in the year 1701, HANPP is only high in regions where settled cultivation was
being practiced. In most of the other regions HANPP is low. It can be seen
that these areas of cultivation occur along rivers in India, with the Ganges plain
being the most intensely used
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Figure 23: This figure is a map of HANPP of India in the year 1800. The map
of HANPP in 1800 is almost identical to the map of HANPP in 1701 except for
the fact that the HANPP in areas where settled cultivation was being practiced
had increased due to the increase in fraction of cropland and pastureland in
these regions.
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Figure 24: The following figure is a map of HANPP of India in the year 1900. In
1900, we see the first effects of colonial rule with areas of high HANPP spreading
to other parts of India. Note that we earlier saw that the yields obtained from
agriculture during the colonial period did not change. In addition the graph
showing the various components of HANPP indicate that the harvest NPP had
not increased very much during the period 1891-1947. I, therefore make the
inference that the HANPP has increased mainly because of the exploitation of
forests by the British.
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Figure 25: The following figure is a map of HANPP of India in the year 2000.
In 2000, we see that HANPP of India overlaid along the network of railroads in
India. We note that the trend of increase in HANPP coincides almost exactly
with the railroad network. This is borne out by the historical analysis presented
earlier which claims that the exploitation of forests occurred along the railway
tracks which increased accessibility to forests of India. An alternative explanation could be that railway tracks are densest because of intense agriculture,
i.e. the railways respond to the HANPP patterns rather than drive them. The
railways seem to be the arteries of sociometabolism.
The following is a map of the Scheduled Tribe Population in the year 2001.
Here the ‘gathering’ mode of resource use is still in practice and thus it is in
these regions that HANPP is the lowest. This is borne out in the HANPP maps
of India just presented.
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Figure 26: This figure shows the percentage of tribal population in various
states of India. (Available online at the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, India; URL
available in the bibliography)
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Figure 27: This figure shows the location of national parks and wildlife sanctuaries in India (Available online at blog.corbettnationalpark-india.com; Last
accessed on August 28th 2014) adjacent to a map of the HANPP of India in the
year 2000. As can be seen from the map, many wildlife sanctuaries are located
close to, or in, areas of very high HANPP. This has resulted in, increasing encroachment of people in sanctuaries, and cases where wildlife have attacked and
caused damange to fields adjoining sanctuaries (Website of Conservation India;
URL of studies available in the bibliography)
Finally, the metric can also be used to study the effect of environmental
movements on land use. The following map shows the change in HANPP for
the period 1973 to 2007.
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Figure 28: The following figure shows the change in HANPP between the years
1973 and 2007. 1973 as mentioned earlier was the start of the Chipko movement.
1983 was the start of the similar-Appiko movement in Kerala (Guha 2000).
The graph seems to show that in the foothills of the Himalayas and in Kerala,
HANPP has actually decreased. This could mean that the outcome of these
environmental movements has been a reduction in land-use intensity in these
regions.
Note that some of the cells have a null value because the GPP of those cells
were missing in the original Beer et al, 2010 data set.

Also note:
• In some cells HANPP/NPP0 is <0. This can occur when, say with the
addition of fertilizer the productivity of croplands is increased far in excess
of the productivity of the potential vegetation. However, as can be seen
from the diagram, the HANPP is negative in forested regions such as NE
India. It is highly probable that this is because the NPP0 chosen was too
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low.
• In some cells HANPP/NPP0 >1. This can occur when the vegetation
which exists has a higher productivity than the vegetation that would
have existed in the absence of human activity. This could occur because
the value taken for the NPP of grasslands might be too high and therefore
this result has been obtained.
In either case, the map of HANPP/NPP0 clearly shows that more and
more land all over the Indian subcontinent is being used more intensively and
HANPPs are fast approaching 100% of the NPP0 .

6.2

Non-gridded Dataset: FAO

Krausmann et al. (2008) note that FAO has a long tradition in the compilation
of agricultural statistical data related to agriculture and is the only standardized
database available on the global scale. They describe the process by which
FAO compiles this data: FAO collects national data by using questionnaires
sent to member nations, additionally making use of national and international
publications, country visits and discussions with national experts.
Several reports have questioned the data quality of FAO compilations. This
dataset is sometimes contested due to the possibility of politically motivated
under- or over-reporting of national statistics, or due to the lack of resources to
conduct rigorous survey in some countries. Kraussman et al. (2008) however
note that data collected by FAO is extensively cross checked, adjusted where
necessary, and various state-of-the-art methods are applied to fill data gaps, including the ample use of auxiliary data and trend extrapolations from previous
years. Furthermore flaws in the FAO data set are mainly due to the interrelated
nature of the data: in many cases, data systematically relates to each other.
Kraussman et al. (2008) give an example of this: The amount of harvested
crops has to match with data on cropped area and yield per unit area as well
as with FAOs commodity balances in a plausible way. Therefore Kraussman et
al. (2008) conclude that the data in general terms are reliable with respect to
agricultural statistics and food balance sheets. They made an assumption that
certain segments of subsistence agriculture are small compared to the overall
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biomass flows in most countries due to the difficulty in accounting for these segments by FAO. They concede however that the situation is different for forestry
statistics and the accuracy of FAO data on forestry has been critiqued by studies
(as cited in Krausmann et al. 2008; Available online at the http://www.fao.org
website). Prasad and Badrinath (2003) used this data source to calculate the
NPP of forests in India.
The FAO dataset has divided land into the following categories (URL available of the study on land classification is available in the bibliography):
• Arable land
• Permanent crop land: Land cultivated with long-term crops which do not
have to be replanted for several years (such as cocoa and coffee); land
under trees and shrubs producing flowers (such as roses and jasmine);
nurseries (except those for forest trees, which should be classified under
“forest”). Permanent meadows and pastures are excluded from land under
permanent crops
• Land under temporary crops: Land used for crops with a growing-cycle
of less than a year, which must be newly sown or planted for further
production after the harvest. Some crops that remain in the field for more
than one year may also be considered as temporary crops. Asparagus,
strawberries, pineapples, bananas and sugar cane, for example are grown
as annual crops in some areas. Such crops should be classified as temporary
or permanent according to the custom in the country
• Land under temporary meadows and pastures: Land temporarily cultivated with herbaceous forage crops for mowing or pasture. A period of
less than five years is used to differentiate between temporary and permanent meadows
• Land temporarily fallow: Arable land that is not seeded for one or more
growing seasons. The maximum idle period is usually less than five years.
Land remaining fallow for too long may acquire characteristics requiring it
to be reclassified, such as “permanent meadows and pastures” (if used for
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grazing), “forest or other woodland” (if overgrown with trees), or “other
land” (if it becomes waste land)
• Permanent meadows and pastures: Land used permanently (for five years
or more) to grow herbaceous forage crops through cultivation, or naturally
(wild prairies or grazing land)
• Forest area: Land spanning more than 0.5 hectares with trees higher than
5 m and a canopy cover of more than 10%, or trees able to reach these
thresholds in situ. It does not include land that is predominately under
agricultural or urban land use
• Other land: Land not classified as “agricultural land” and “forest area and
other wooded land” including land used for aquaculture, land occupied by
buildings, land occupied by parks and ornamental gardens, built-up-area,
roads or lanes, open spaces needed for storing equipment and products,
barren land, wasteland, land under permanent ice, and any other land not
reported under previous classes
• Inland water: Area occupied by lakes, rivers, reservoirs, brooks, streams,
ponds, inland canals, dams, and other land-locked (usually freshwater)
waters.
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6.2.1

NPP of crop land

Figure 29: This figure shows the cropland over time. Cropland=Arable land +
Permanent crops area
There is a discrepancy between cropland and agricultural land (which is defined
as the area occupied by permanent crops and fallow land) in the 2000s because
of the sudden peak of fallow land. It is not clear whether this peak is because
of a methodological area in data collection or if there is a historical reason for
the same.
FAO also provides data on the production in tons of each crop in India
from 1961. As mentioned in the methodology previously, the NPPharvest was
calculated for each year using Lobell et al. (2002)’s equation for every year from
1961-2012. NPP is presented in tons of Dry Matter (DM) per year.
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Figure 30: This diagram shows NPPh and fertilizer use over time. Data of
fertilizer consumption of India is available from the 2000s to the present from
the FAO data website (URL available in the bibliography). Note that the trend
of fertilizer use is much higher than the increase in NPPharvest . This is in
keeping with the historical narrative that post 1991, subsidies have encouraged
the indiscriminate use of fertilizer. India is currently the fifth largest producer
of fertilizer in the world.
So far this calculation says nothing about fallow land. It is not clear what
the actual NPP of this land is without explicitly knowing its spatial occurrence.
FAO data shows a spike in fallow land in 2001. Apart from this, the extent of
this land is very small and can be neglected.

6.2.2

NPP of pasture land

FAO data also provides the area of pastures and meadows present in India.
Using the same value of ORNL for grasslands: 1300 g DM /m2 , the NPP of
pasture land is thus: Area x 1300 g DM/m2 /year. FAO also provides a detailed
inventory of the number and kind of livestock in India from 1961 onwards.
Using the feed conversion factors presented earlier in this dissertation, the feed
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demand in tons can be calculated for each year. The marketed feed in tons/year
is obtained from FAO from the Country Balance data section (URL available in
the bibliography). As mentioned earlier, some of this demand is also catered to
by recovered crop residues found by using the harvest factors for certain crops
presented by Krausmann et al. (2008).

Figure 31: This figure shows the NPP of pasture land, the feed demand of the
livestock in India, the feed available in the market, and the crop residues used
to assuage some of the feed demand. Units are in tons per year
The demand on pasture land is the difference between the total feed demand,
the market feed available and the crop residues used as animal feed.
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Figure 32: This figure shows the demand on pasture land. It is the difference
between the total feed demand, the market feed available and the crop residues
used as animal feed. Units are tons/year

Figure 33: This figure shows the feed demand on pasture land which is = NPP
of pastures - the deed demand calculated
It can be seen that from these calculations the feed demand of pasture areas
actually exceeds the NPP of pasture land post the year 1967. This could be
because of several reasons. In the first place the feed conversion factors given
in Krausmann et al. (2008) were given for the year 2000 only. These conversion
factors could be different for other years. Secondly, Indian livestock could be
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getting part of their feed requirement from the nonmarket feed industry. The
third possible reason could be that the average value of NPP/area chosen for
meadows/pastures might be on the low side- however the gap between the NPP
and the NPP demand is so large that it is improbable that this is a major
factor. Finally, government statistics report that there is a huge feed deficit for
livestock in India. This could be part of the problem.

6.2.3

NPP of forests

Now we come to forests. Unlike the other land categories, FAO does not have
the area of forests until the 1990s. As mentioned above though, the forest area
data of FAO needs to be taken with a pinch of salt. There are however, other
datasets which provide forest data using the same definition of forests as FAO.
These datasets will now be listed here.
• Changes in Land Use/Land Change (LU/LC) in South East Asia between
1880 and 1980 have been compiled by Flint (1994), Flint and Richards
(1994), and Richards and Flint (1994). The data sources they used were
from departments of statistics and agriculture of colonial and postcolonial
governments. This data was originally collected for climate modelers to
assist them in reducing the uncertainty associated with the magnitude of
historical land change and thus of carbon release. However, over this time
period, land classification schemes changed, causing ambiguity. Prasad
and Badrinath (2003) provide some details of the debate on classification
systems for LU/LC by different agencies in India. They say that during
1949-1950 land was classified into five categories. In 1951, land classification changed to include nine categories to better match land utilization
practices. This data is not in a gridded format.
• Prasad and Badrinath (2003) mention that LU/LC statistics have been
compiled using a nine fold classification by the Bureau of Economics and
Statistics from 1950 to 2011 (URL available in the bibliography). The
reported land area ranges from 284.32 million ha in 1950-1 to 305.902
million has in 2010-11. This data is not in the gridded format.
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• Tian et al. (2014) compiled a list of datasets from various remote sensing
techniques. Several coarse resolution LU/LC data sets are available such
as MODIS: Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, GlobCover
developed by Envisat’s MERIS: Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
and GLC2000 based on SPOT4 satellite are available for the last few years.

Tian et al. (2014) and Prasad and Badrinath (2003) also identified the
dataset provided by the Indian National Remote Sensing Agency (INRSA).
Between the years 2004 and 2010 INRSA developed a regional LU/LC
data set of 56 m spatial resolution based on data sensed remotely by the
Advanced Wide Field Sensor of Resourcesat-1.
• Banger et al. (2013) found that contemporary total cropland and forest
area estimated at state level from the Bureau of Economics and Statistics
was better represented by LULC datasets developed from Resourcesat-1
(used by INRSA) than global scale remote sensing datasets. Therefore,
Tian et al 2014 made the first attempt to integrate the high resolution
satellite data and existing inventory datasets at district and state level
to generate an LU/LC dataset of 5 arc resolution for 1880-2010 in India.
Their paper does not make public the data set for each year, however,
the areal extent of cropland, forested area and built up area for the years
1880, 1950, 1970, 2005 and 2010 have been given and this data shall be
made use of.
• The Forest Survey of India also used remotely sensed data to compile
State of Forest Reports (SFOR) which are published every other year
(URL available in the bibliography), running from 1987 to the present.
The resolution of the sensors used to collect this dataset range from 80
m in 1987, 30 m from 1989-1993 and then 36.25 m from 1995-1997. Post
this, resolutions became as fine as 23.5 m.
Prasad and Badrinath (2003) pointed out the interesting fact that between the years 1988-1989 NRSA reported a forest area of 14.49% of the
country while the Forestry Department reported a forest area of 19.4%.
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The difference arose because of differences in methods of assessment and
classification.
The following graph shows the area of forests in India reported by various
sources.

Figure 34: This graph shows the area of forests in India reported by various
sources.
Note that the Ramankutty and Foley (1999) data set calculates the area of
natural vegetation to be the following.

Figure 35: This figure shows the area of natural vegetation over time calculated
using the Ramankutty and Foley (1999) dataset
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This is considerably higher than the area of forests predicted by the other
data sets. This is expected as it includes, in addition to forests, scrub land. In
addition, it neglects built in/urban land.
Forest Classification
It has been mentioned in the previous section that there has been confusion about forest classification as different organizations have different bases for
classifying forests. There are several ways of classification of forests.
Seth and Champion (1968) identified a forest type as “a unit of vegetation
which possesses (broad) characteristics in physiognomy and structure sufficiently
pronounced to permit of its differentiation from other such units. This is irrespective of physiographic, edaphic or biotic factors. It is selected in the first
place subjectively from the ever-varying cover of vegetation, with boundaries
arbitrarily imposed on what are in fact gradual changes (clines or continua).
Since these forest types have a bearing on the practice of scientific forestry, and
practical utility is indeed the main reason for distinguishing them, necessarily
greater importance is placed on the main tree layers or on emergent vegetation.
Distinctions based on shrub and ground flora, characteristic of much recent ecological work on the vegetation of India, has necessarily been given a subordinate
place.”
In relation to climate, Seth and Champion 1968 have divided forest types in
the following way:
• Tropical forests: Mean annual temperature > 24o C. Mean Jan temperature > 18o C. No winter
• Subtropical forests: Mean annual temperature: 17-24o C. Mean Jan temperature:1018o C. Definite winter but not severe
• Temperate forests: Mean annual temp: 7-17o C. Mean Jan temp: -1 to
10o C. Pronounced winter with forest and some snow
• Arctic forests: Mean annual temp < 7o C. Mean Jan temp < −1o C. Severe
winter with much snow
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Each of these major groups has been classified into 16 subtypes based on
vegetation type by Seth and Champion (1968). This is because the recognizable
type group varies due to local differences owing to variance in floristics and
minor variations in climate and site.
The mean temperature of India is > 24o C over the whole country with the
exception of the hill areas and extreme North-West. Therefore, of the 16 forest
types, two account for almost two thirds of the forest area. Tropical deciduous
forest accounts for about 38% of forest area and moist deciduous forest accounts
for about 30% of forest area. This detailed classification is only presented in
the 1987 State of Forest Report (SFOR) of India. The 1989 to the 2001 SFOR
report classifies forests into:
• Dense Forests: Crown density >40%
• Open Forests: Crown density between 10% and 40%
• Mangrove Forests
• Non forest: Scrub: Crown density <10%
From the State of Forest Report 2003 however, forests were classified into:
• Very Dense Forests: Crown density >70%
• Dense Forests: Crown density between 40% and 70%
• Open Forests: Crown density between 10% and 40%
• Mangrove Forests
• Non forest: Scrub: Crown density <10%
Seth and Champion had divided forested land into:
• Forest/woodlands: Including all forms of continuous natural dry land
forests or timber plantations with a crown density >40%
• Interrupted Woodlands: Crown density<40%
• Grass/shrub complex: Includes grassland, and shrub land
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• Barren/sparsely vegetated land: Includes tundra, desert, semidesert scrub
land, and nonvegetated land
Badrinath and Prasad (2003) had compiled a table of Biomass (t/ha) for the
16 subtypes of forests found in SFOR 1987. However, because this classification
scheme is not followed for the other types of forests we shall use the average
NPP of forests in India: 6.52 t/ha used by Prasad and Badrinath (2003) to
calculate the NPP of forests.
NPPactual of forest land
Note that except for the State of Forests Report 1987, forests have not been
classified in the detailed manner mentioned in Seth and Champion (1968). Thus
it is impossible to ascertain the exact NPPactual of the forested regime because
of the lack of spatially explicit data as different kinds of forests have a different
NPP/area. Instead we shall use the average NPP of 6.52 tons/hectare given in
Prasad and Badrinath (2003) to calculate the NPP of forests of different data
sets. Note that a more sophisticated analysis would take into consideration the
different NPPs for forest land of different crown densities. However, as it is not
known how the different NPPs vary for different crown densities this shall not
be taken into account in the analysis.
It is important here that in all the datasets, the same definition of “forest”
as the one used in FAO is used. Thus the value of forests in these data sets
can be used in calculating the HANPP using the FAO dataset. For the period 1961-2011, the forested area given by the different datasets roughly match.
Therefore, as the HANPP of this period is being computed FAO statistics for
cropland, pastures are provided for these years), the forested area of the Bureau
of Economics and Statistics is considered alone.
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Figure 36: This shows the NPP of forests in terms of tons of dry matter/year
The NPP of ‘other land’ in the FAO which is usually built up area is assumed
to be 0. This might not be true because of the existence of urban gardens,
however as this data is not available, a simplifying assumption shall be made
that the NPP of this class of land is 0. Thus,

HAN P P
N P Pt

= N P Ppotential − N P Pt

(7)

= N P Pcropland + N P Ppastureland − N P Pharvest − N P Pf eed(8)

NPPpotential is taken to be 664.4 g C/m2 = 1328.8 g/m2 of India calculated
using the Beer et al. (2010) dataset previously.
In order to compare the HANPP obtained from the FAO dataset with the
HANPP obtained from the Ramankutty and Foley (1999) data set, the values
of HANPP are expressed in terms of g C/m2 instead of g DM/m2 .
Note that in these calculations the negative values for the NPP of pastureland is being taken, assuming that non market feed demand caters to the extra
demand and is thus accounted for. In reality, the value of this extra demand is
low and hence it doesn’t matter very much if the NPP of pasture land is taken
to be these negative values or is considered to be zero.
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Figure 37: This figure shows the HANPP calculated from the FAO dataset
taking the pasture NPP into account and the HANPP calculated when this is
neglected. The graph also shows the HANPP calculated by the Ramankutty and
Foley (1999) gridded dataset. It is to be noted, that definition of HANPP used
by these datasets is slightly different. The HANPP calculated using Ramankutty
and Foley (1999) does not take livestock demand into account, unlike FAO. This
explains why it is lower than the FAO HANPP. An important point to note is
that the trend of HANPP calculated using the FAO dataset is the same as the
HANPP calculated using the spatially explicit, gridded dataset. In addition
they are in the same range. Note that the HANPP definitions used here do not
include biomass appropriated from forests.

6.3

Calculating the Embodied HANPP

Annual data was obtained for imports-from and exports-to India from 1961 to
the present with a detailed country-wise breakdown of the same. Using the
methodology mentioned in the previous section the HANPP embodied in the
imports and exports was calculated. It must be noted that the coefficients provided in Krausmann et al. (2008) were specifically for the year 2000. Although
the coefficients were used in the calculation below to obtain the embodied NPP
in imports, it must be clear that only the value of NPP obtained for the year
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2000 is accurate. The other embodied NPPs are approximations.

Figure 38: This figure shows the net NPP embodied in imports, the net NPP
embodied in exports and the net NPP consumed in India in the form of trade,
which is the difference between the NPP embodied in imports and the NPP
embodied in exports. It is interesting to see that the difference between the
NPP of imports and exports is less than 0 in the mid-1970s. This is in keeping
with the narrative that reliance on imports ended with the coming of the Green
Revolution in the mid-1960s
Note that the difference in the NPP of imports and exports which is about
-0.052 Tg (max difference) DM/year in 2011 represents only 0.015 g DM/m2 in
terms of embodied NPP per unit area of India and can thus be neglected.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis calculated the HANPP of India over time using the gridded dataset
of Ramankutty and Foley (1999) and the FAO non-gridded dataset. It related
HANPP trends over time with the historical narrative of land use in India. The
following is a summary of the results obtaine:
• The HANPP of India is calculated to be a monotonically increasing function using the Ramankutty and Foley (1999) dataset. Neglecting the
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demand of livestock on pastures and the appropriation of biomass from
forests, the HANPP was found to range from about 0.3 of the potential
NPP or about 150 gC/m2 in 1700 to about 0.7 of the potential NPP or
about 500 g C/m2 in 2007. An analysis of the components of HANPP
indicated that this was caused due to a decrease in natural vegetation,
accompanied by an increase in cropland and pastureland.
• The HANPP of India was calculated to be a monotonically increasing
function ranging from about 600 gC/m2 to about 750 gC/m2 for the period
1961-2010 using the FAO non-gridded dataset.
• The HANPP reported by Prasad and Badrinath (2003) for the period
1961-1998 was calculated to be about 150 gC/m2 . It was speculated that
this difference was due to the difference in GPPpotential considered. In
addition, Prasad and Badrinath (2003) had considered biomass appropriation from forests. They did not consider the livestock demand on
pastureland.
• The HANPP reported by Haberl et al. (2013) ranges from 200 to 600
gC/m2 for different parts of India for the year 2000. This is in the range
calculated by this thesis.
• Using the gridded, Ramankutty and Foley (1999) dataset regional maps
of HANPP of India were obtained between the years 1700 and 2007. The
historical narrative of land use in India gave these maps context. It was
found that regions of high HANPP conincided perfectly with the network
of railway lines in India. In addition, it was observed that tribal populations (communities that practised food-gathering) were high in regions
where HANPP was low. It was observed that wildlife sanctuaries had been
built in high HANPP regions, or were adjacent to high HANPP areas. Finally, the impact of the environmental movements: ’Chipko’ and ’Appiko’
were studied. It was found that in regions where these movements had
taken place, HANPP had actually decreased
• This thesis also calculated the embodied HANPP of India and found the
difference between HANPP and the embodied HANPP to be negligible.
This was in line with the results of previous studies.
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The HANPP of India is higher than the global average which is about 30%
of NPPpotential . Haberl et al. (2012) did a study of India’s biophysical economy
for the period 1961-2008. This paper states that India harbours one fifth of
the world’s population but consumes only 7% of the global supply of material
resources (in terms of mass).

Figure 39: The HANPP calculated for India with the FAO dataset and population trends of India are shown in this diagram
It can be seen that although HANPP follows an upward trend, population
growth is much faster. India’s HANPP as a percentage of the NPP of the country
is much higher than the global average of 30%. However, the HANPP/capita is
much lower because of India’s massive population. Note that the NPP embodied
in trade for India is insignificant. It will be interesting to project HANPP trends
into the future to see how it will vary, what factors it correlates most strongly
with, and what resources will be stressed, depending on the different growth
paths India could potentially take.
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Appendix

9.1

Section A: Forest Policy in colonial India

The 1865 Forestry act provided for three classes of forest. The option to use
the class of ‘Village forests’ was not exercised by the government in the Indian
subcontinent. The first two categories are (Gadgil and Guha 1999):
• ’Reserved forest’ consisted of valuable forested areas, well connected to
towns, which could be exploited by the state. These forests completely
extinguished the age old rights of the peasants who had used the land for
centuries.
• In ’Protected forest’, rights were recorded but not settled. However, control was firmly established by reserving particular tree species depending
on their commercial value; and for closing the forest whenever required to
grazing and fuel wood collection. Due to increasing commercial demand,
protected forests were gradually converted into reserved forests. Thus the
14,000 square miles of state forest in 1878 (the year the act was passed)
had increased to 56,000 square miles of reserved forest and 20,000 square
miles of protected forests in 1890- the corresponding figures a decade later
being 81,400 and 3300 square miles respectively.
Gadgil and Guha (1999) note that under the provisions of the 1878 act, each
family of ‘right holders’ were allowed a specific quantum of timber and fuel, while
the sale or barter of forest produce was strictly prohibited. The forest policy
statement of 1894 also bolstered the principle of state monopoly. Grazing and
shifting cultivation, the lifeblood of millions of Indians were denied in areas that
the forest department seized control of, in the interests of commercial forestry.
The 1894 policy was a response to the ‘serious discontent among the agricultural
classes’ (Voelcker 1893) caused by the new forest administration. On the surface
the policy seemed to be more favorably disposed to village needs. The loophole
was that those needs were to be met ‘to the utmost point that is consistent with
imperial interests’ which meant that there were very few real changes.
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The 1878 act provided for the underpinning for the ‘scientific management of
forests’, enabling the working of compact blocks of forests for commercial timber
production. The administration of the forests were tied to imperial interests,
first with the railway expansion and then with the demand for wood during the
world wars. The forest department also had to be, in keeping with imperialist
policy, ‘self-supporting’. The surplus was made possible by the demand from
urban areas, while the supply was facilitated by the improved communications
which the railway network brought about. This was despite of the fact that less
than 10% of the canopy of India’s tropical forests was saleable. The development
of Minor Forest Produce (MFP) was also taken up (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
The strategic value of the forests was highlighted during the world wars.
Approximately, 1.7 million cubic feet of timber (mostly teak) were exported
annually between 1914 and 1919 during the First World War. The impact of
the Second World War was severely felt on the forests of the subcontinent. India
was the sole supplier of timber to the Middle East theatre, and later to the Allied
forces in Iraq and the Persian Gulf. By the end of 1944, 909,000 tons of timber
had been supplied to the Defense Department alone (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
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9.2

Section B: Forest Policy in post colonial India

At the beginning of the first stage of forestry in post-Independent India, foresters
relied exclusively on traditional ‘sustained yield’ selection methods to meet the
growing commercial demand. Under this regime a proportion of the more mature trees were selectively harvested in intervals with the assumption that the
forest would replenish itself in the interval between harvests. Large state subsidies on forest raw materials accelerated industrial expansion. This led to the
intensification of existing forest operations such as the decrease in rotation periods in the Himalayan conifers. Consumers also grew willing to settle for trees of
low girths. Gadgil and Guha (1999) tell us that at the same time research had
helped find markets for trees which had earlier been considered to be unmarketable. The large areas of twisted pine in Kumaun were found to be suitable
for the manufacture of paper and were cut down. Conventional forest management practices were unable to keep up with the escalating commercial demand.
Thus a new phase of more intensive forestry practices was ushered in (Gadgil
and Guha 1999).
Officials of the Indian forestry department claimed that a new emphasis
on the production of ‘economically attractive resources’- plantations of quickgrowing, high yielding tree species was required. From the early 1960s the
central government provided financial incentives to encourage state governments
to take up ‘production forestry’. Gadgil and Guha (1999) say that the attempts
to increase the economic productivity of forests relied on two distinct kinds of
monocultures:
• The raising of eucalyptus and tropical pine plantations for industrial raw
materials
• The encouragement of foresters to grow species such as teak and rosewood
which could be converted into high quality furniture and generate valubale
foreign exchange
Plantation forestry was a devastating failure because ecological causes led
to extremely low yields.
The next phase of forestry management was ushered in when the wood based
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industry adopted yet another strategy to supplement harvesting from natural
forests. It turned increasingly to farmers for the supply raw material. Although
the market price of wood produced by these farmers is far higher than the
subsidized price of wood procured from state owned forests, private companies
have increasingly come to rely on private farmers for a guaranteed supply of
input biomass. This third stage in the industrial orientation of forest policy has
led to millions of farmers growing ‘tree cash crops’ in the last decade (Gadgil
and Guha 1999).
Table 9: Revenue obtained from the forestry sector from the 1950s to the 1980s
(Gadgil and Guha 1999)
Average for period

Revenue (Rs millions)

1951-52 to 1954

240.1

1956-57 to 1958-59

418.4

1961-62 to 1963-64

693.8

1966-67 to 1968-69

1075

1969-70 to 1970-71

1358.7

1975-76

2927

1976-77

3355

1980-81

4725.5

2.5 million hectares of forest land has been lost to cultivation between 1951
and 1976. The loss of forest area for various purposes between 1951 and 1976
is shown in the table below.
Table 10: Loss of forest area for various purposes between 1951 and 1976 (Gadgil
and Guha 1999)
Purpose

Area (thousand hectares)

River Valley Projects

479.1

Agricultural purposes

2506.9

Construction of roads

57.1

Establishment of industries

127.2

Miscellaneous purposes

965.4
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The upward trend of commercial forestry has led to greatly intensified conflicts between the state and the rural population. A new Ministry of Forests and
the Environment was set up in 1985. In the same year the National Wastelands
Development Board was created as a nodal agency for afforestation. Due to lack
of access to adequate land, the Board was converted into a Technology Mission
for Wastelands Development in 1989 (Gadgil and Guha 1999).
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9.3

Section C: Paterson and Lieth’s empirical models

According to Paterson, the potential productivity of a given region is conditioned by (Gambi 1960):
• Heat: Characterized by

Tv
Ta

where Tv is the mean temperature in degrees

Celsius of the warmest month and Ta is the difference in degrees Celsius
between the mean temperature of the warmest and coldest month
• Humidity: Characterized by P is accounted for by annual precipitation in
mm
• Length of growing season: Characterized by G is expressed as the number
of months out of 12 where either temperature or precipitation serves to
determine the length of the growing season – (i) In boreal and cold temperature climates, Paterson has chosen empirically to consider the growing
season as the number of months with an average temperature equal to, or
greater than 3o C, (ii) In warm temperate or subtropical climates with a
dry season, Paterson uses de Matronne’s aridity index, I =

P
T +10

applied

to monthly values of precipitation and temperature. From this, only the
humid months with an index above 20 are included in the growing season
• Intensity of potential evaporation and transpiration: Evapotranspiration
intensity is conditioned not only by temperature but also by the intensity
of solar radiation which is in turn related to latitude. Milankovitch’s
equation was used to evaluate this intensity at any given point. It is
characterized by E = 100 ×

Rp
Rs

where Rp is the radiation at the pole and

Rs is the radiation at the latitude of the place in consideration
The final formula is I =

Tv
Ta

×P ×

G
12

×

E
100 .

Paterson calculated this index not only for the original 41 meteorological
stations (half of which were located in Sweden) from which he obtained climatic
data but also for hundreds of stations around the world. He plotted his climate
index with the local productivity. According to Paterson the relationship is
valid for index values up to 20000 but there is no sound proof behind this. The
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relations seemed to work excellently for temperate and boreal regions in the
world.
The Miami model (Lieth 1975) was the first global scale empirical model of
terrestrial NPP. The meteorological data was taken from the Climate Diagram
World Atlas and the productivity data was taken from publications. Lieth built
correlation models to link primary productivity to temperature and precipitation. The following relations were obtained:
N P P (T )(g/m2 /year) =

3000
(1 + exp(1.315 − 0.119T )

(9)

Where T=Temperature in o Celsius
N P P (P )(g/m2 /year) = 3000(1 − exp(−0.000664P ))

(10)

Where P=Precipitation in mm
Using von Liebig’s principle that the minimum factor controls productivity,
the smaller of the two NPP values computed from temperature and precipitation
is taken to be the NPP of the site. The Miami model however has been found
to poorly represent the dynamic changes occurring within a particular site,
which could be due to time lags in responses of vegetation structure to changing
conditions. It overestimates GPP compared to other approaches, particularly
in sparsely vegetated areas with strong seasonality because it does not account
for the effect of climate-independent changes in vegetation structure such as
degradation and the vegetation type on GPP.
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9.4

Section D: MATLAB code for method 1 to obtain the
GPPpotential of India

x=xlsread(‘Precp.xlsx’);  the precipitation was read into array x
y=xlsread(‘GPP.xlsx’);  the GPP data was read into array y
x1=transpose(x);
y1=transpose(y);
for i=1:1191  There were 1191 data points
a=x1(i);
b=y1(i);
for j=1:1191
if (x1(j)==a && y1(j)>b)
 for every precipitation value the max GPP value was chosen from all the
grid cells
b=y1(j);
end
gpp(i)=b;
end;
end
 the envelope function in this case is an increasing function
m=gpp(1);
for prec=64:9748  precipitation ranges from 64 mm to 9748 mm in all the
grid cells
for i=1:1191
if (x1(i)==prec && gpp(i)>m)
m= gpp(i);
end;
if (x1(i)==prec && gpp(i)<m)  this is to ensure that the bounded value of
GPPpotential is an increasing function.
gpp(i)=m;  if GPP is less than the value of GPP at the previous precipitation
value equate the GPPpotential to the value of GPP at the previous precipitation
value
end
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end
end
xlswrite(’gppA.xlsx’,gpp)  Write the gpp values to an excel spreadsheet
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